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ABSTRACT

Bowen, Francis R. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. A Novel Multistage
Image Registration Technique Using Graph-based Region Descriptors. Major Professors:
Eliza Y. Du and Jianghai Hu.

Successful image alignment is an essential function for many image processing
methods. The geometric and photometric variations between images adversely affect the
ability for an algorithm to estimate the transformation parameters that relate the two
images. Local deformations, lightning conditions, object obstructions, and perspective
differences all contribute to the challenges faced by traditional registration techniques. In
this work, a novel multistage registration approach is proposed that is resilient to view
point differences, image content variations, and lighting conditions.

The proposed

method is demonstrated to be effective for registration scenarios involving images of a
scene or object before and after a disaster. Robust registration is realized through the
utilization of a novel region descriptor which couples the spatial and textural
characteristics of invariant feature points. Clusters of invariant feature points are shown
to provide more discriminative features than the traditional point descriptors.

The multistage method is a hierarchy of registration approaches that takes advantage
of feature, intensity and Fourier-based techniques. The three phases include a limited
search window method that employs the proposed graph-based region descriptor, a
comprehensive approach which fuses intensity and feature-based analysis, and an
exhaustive search method which also utilizes the region descriptor. Each successive
stage of the registration technique is evaluated through an effective similarity metric
which determines subsequent action. The registration of aerial and street view images
from pre and post disaster provide strong evidence that the proposed method estimates

xii

more accurate global transformation parameters than traditional intensity and featurebased methods. Experimental results involving the mutual information metric confirm
the robustness and accuracy of the proposed multistage image registration methodology.
Moreover, experimental results show that the proposed graph-based region descriptor
offers higher matching accuracy than SIFT, SURF and BRISK descriptors for the test set
of images from before and after a disaster.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

For many image processing tasks, such as image fusion or stitching, image
registration is often exploited as a preprocessing step [1-3]. Registration is a necessary
task that estimates the transformation parameters relating two images. The purpose is to
project one image such that both images contain some region which overlaps and may
appear to be from the same perspective. This region of interest isolates areas of the
images that may share common details and features.

Registration requirements may vary greatly amongst different applications.

For

instance, multi-modal medical registration will rely heavily upon shape context, while
general object registration will necessitate the analysis of textural properties.

Two

matched images may vary geometrically through translation, rotation, affine, and
perspective transformations, or photometric variations from object occlusion and pixel
dissimilarities from lighting differences. Images of a scene before and after a disaster is
particularly difficult to register due to many dissimilarities in geometric and photometric
composition, however analysis of such images is an important goal for disaster
management and risk planning [4,5]. Fig. 1.1a depicts two residential structures from
two vastly different perspectives, while Fig. 1.1b and Fig. 1.1c illustrate scenes from
similar perspectives but vary immensely in appearance due to a fire and natural disaster,
respectively.
techniques.

Both examples provide challenging scenarios for image registration
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Registration algorithms can be broadly classified as feature-based or area-based
approaches. In the former, distinct image features such as corners [6], gradient edges [7],
or shape descriptors [8] are used to define the geometrical mapping between images.
Feature-based approaches rely on the detected feature’s invariance to affine, rotational,
and translational transformations. With area-based methods, pixel intensities are
compared directly for a sub-region of an image. In such a scenario, a similarity measure
is coupled with an optimization algorithm in an attempt to identify the closest mapping of
pixels [9].

a. Residential structure from different perspectives

b. Residential structure from the same perspective but varying textural properties
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c. An aerial image with photometric and geometric differences

Fig. 1.1 Example image sets that pose challenges for image registration techniques

1.2. Motivation

Vast amounts of data captured before and after a disaster are often collected for
future analysis. Effective processing of such data may include image registration of two
images with limited mutual information. The ability to automate this process will lead to
faster disaster management and response. More specifically, a multi-phase image
registration system with a novel region descriptor is proposed which can be utilized as a
preprocessing task for Geographical Information Systems (GIS) platforms. The
improvement of the registration stage will positively affect subsequent processing tasks,
such as fusion, stitching, or the identification of common areas of interest.
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Traditional processing approaches are not always suited for dealing with the large
photometric and geometric variations that exist in an image set that compares a scene
before and after a disaster. Thomase et al. [10] propose registration approaches that
employ invariant feature points for disaster image alignment; however image content can
vary tremendously where image gradients are skewed or completely different, therefore a
particular feature point may not be suitable for many scenarios. In [11] we proposed a
graph-based region descriptor for accurately matching features across such image sets. It
is the aim of this work to improve image registration in difficult situations through an
innovative multi-stage approach that exploits a novel region descriptor as well as areabased analysis for a broad ability to register two images greatly affected by disasters.
Such a method will be applicable to aerial and urban imaging where various levels of
transformations may invalidate other approaches. Many other applications could benefit
from the proposed system where traditional registration methods are inaccurate due to the
local geometric and photometric deformations.

We propose a comprehensive 3-phase image registration method that takes
advantage of feature point detection but imposes a strict method for identifying optimal
interest points for the estimation of the homography matrix. Invariant feature points and
their spatial relationships are leveraged to identify the suitable control points for the
estimation of the transformation parameters required for accurate registration. A knearest neighbor graph constructed from a collation of Speeded-up Robust Feature
(SURF) feature points is described along with the matching criteria for the region
descriptor and subsequent control point identification.

Previous work in [11]

demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed region descriptor for image feature
matching while this work extrapolates the core concepts to image registration. Finally,
the direct linear transform (DLT) approach is utilized for the transformation parameter
estimation. The proposed approach will be tested using a variety of images from disaster
scenes in an urban environment as well as aerial photography.

5

1.3. Challenges

In order to achieve the desired registration goals, the proposed system must
overcome a set of challenges. The three-phase system attempts to detect these conditions
on-the-fly to select the optimal approach.
1.3.1. Photometric Variations

Large differences in pixel intensities or textural properties will adversely affect the
ability to register two images as common features may be indistinguishable.

Pixel

intensities may vary due to differences in lighting conditions, as well as damage caused
by natural disasters, such as from a fire or a flood. An example is provided in Fig. 1.2a
and Fig. 1.2b, where a building is shown before and during a fire, respectively. Although
the viewpoints and lighting conditions are similar, a significant section of the images
differ in pixel characteristics due to the fire and resulting smoke.

a. Urban scene before disaster
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b. Urban scene during a fire in London 2011

Fig. 1.2 Example image set illustrating photometric variations due to a fire

1.3.2. Geometric Variations

When studying images pre and post disaster, geometric variations are often present
due to damage.

Buildings that sustain large amounts of destruction may be

unrecognizable after a disaster. Additionally, perspective differences when acquiring the
images also add to the geometric differences between image pairs. Fig. 1.3 illustrates
view point changes for the same scene where the geometric differences may affect
registration results. As shown, dissimilarities in both scale and perspective are present.

7

Fig. 1.3 Residential structures from different perspectives and lighting conditions

1.3.3. Invariance to Rotation and Scale

The proposed region descriptor should be invariant to rotational and scale variations
in order to be robust under the most common geometric transformations. Aerial and
satellite imagery is often acquired at different times and will therefore introduce
rotational and scale differences. The aerial image provided in Fig. 1.4 depicts a common
scenario where images captured from an aircraft or UAV differ only by a small amount
of translation and rotation.

These images can then be combined through image

registration and stitching to give a global view of a particular scene [12,13].
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Fig. 1.4 Example of rotational differences in aerial images

1.3.4. Robust Registration with Local Deformations

The proposed approach attempts to utilize invariant feature points and their spatial
and textural properties to identify a novel region descriptor that will serve as the basis for
control point identification. Such an approach poses a unique set of challenges such as
the structural properties of the region descriptor as well as feature matching.

1.3.4.1. Structural Properties of a Graph-based Region Descriptor

Careful consideration must be taken in how to structurally form the proposed region
descriptor.

Several methodologies will be outlined and compared. The fundamental

structure of the region descriptors will ultimately affect the invariance to photometric,
geometric, rotation, and scale variations. Furthermore the overall structure will be highly
dependent on how feature points are grouped, therefore two suitable approaches will be
proposed. Fig. 1.5 provides an example image where invariant feature points are
extracted, clustered and considered for creating the proposed region descriptor.
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Fig. 1.5 Clu
ustered invarriant feature points wherre the green ddot denote innvariant featture
points an
nd the clusterrs are defineed as the featture points ccontained witthin each redd
bounding bbox

1.3.4.2. Regio
on Descripttor Matchin
ng

An appro
opriate simillarity measu
ure for compparing the pproposed reggion descriptor is
mage
crrucial to thee accuracy of
o identifyin
ng suitable ccontrol poinnts for the subsequent im
reegistration. Spatial and
d descriptor characterisstics shouldd be coupleed such thaat the
prroposed sim
milarity sco
ore will ressult in a laarge value for matcheed graphs w
while
mismatched
m
graphs aree assigned a small sccore. Moreeover the sscore should be
discriminative enough th
hat there is a one-to-onne mapping between reegion descriiptors
accross imagee pairs.

Th
he comparison of twoo different sized graphhs poses annother

ch
hallenge forr graph-baseed region deescriptor maatching. Figg. 1.6 illustrrates an exaample
co
omparison where
w
nodess 1, 2, and 3 of

are ccompared too

. Many options exist for

su
ub-graph comparisons; however an
n exhaustive search of aall sub-graphh comparisoons is
not computatiionally reaso
onable, thereefore a methhod for graphh matching is proposed.
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Fig. 1.6 Sub-graph ccomparisonss

1.4. Thesis Contribution
C
ns

This bod
dy of work prrovides the following
f
coontributions.


An effficient meth
hod for coarsely registerring two imaages utilizinng the edge maps
and frrequency dom
main analysiis.



A new
w comprehen
nsive image registration method thatt fuses featurre and area-bbased
approaches. The proposed method
m
will involve a 3-stage appproach wherre the
dered beforee continuingg.
validitty of each sttage is consid



An efffective reg
gistration qu
uality measuure for authhenticating the results of a
particu
ular registraation method
d is proposedd.
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A novel graph-based region descriptor is proposed for the identification of unique
image features.

The structural elements of the region descriptor, such as

clustering and node arrangement, will be outlined in detail.


Propose a nominal similarity metric and matching process for the graph-based
region descriptor. The similarity score is designed to provide a large disparity
between matched and non-matched region descriptors.



Present a simple method for evaluating the different registration phases.

1.5. Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of
pertinent literature that is directly related to the proposed methods. Chapter 3 introduces
a new graph-based region descriptor that acts as the basis for the proposed registration
approach. Chapter 4 summarizes a registration technique that identifies registration
control points through a 2-phase process involving normalized cross-correlation template
matching and invariant feature points. Chapter 5 gives a thorough description of the
proposed multi-stage registration approach. Chapter 6 provides results and discussion
while Chapter 7 delivers the final conclusions and future work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Image Registration

Image registration is an important processing task that serves many purposes. In
medical image analysis the registration from multiple types of images provide an
effective means for diagnosis [14,15] while applications involving remote sensing can
benefit from the fusion of registered information [16]. Similarly, computer vision tasks
such as image stitching [17] utilize automatic registration to accomplish their goal.

The process of image registration attempts to determine the homography between
two images. By determining the geometric relationship between data sets, one image can
be projected into the same perspective as another using the estimated transformation
parameters. Image alignment can help determine mutual content between images or,
conversely, identify differences which may be useful for a particular application, such as
disaster assessment.

Registration algorithms can be broadly classified as feature-based, area-based, or
Fourier-based approaches [18]. In the feature-based methods, distinct image features
such as corners [19], gradient edges [20], or shape descriptors [21] are used to define the
geometrical mapping between images. Feature-based approaches rely on the detected
feature’s invariance to affine, rotational, and translational transformations. With areabased methods, pixel intensities are compared directly for a sub-region of an image. In
such a scenario, a similarity measure is coupled with an optimization algorithm in an
attempt to identify the closest mapping of pixels [22,23]. Fourier-based registration relies

13
on the signal properties in the frequency domain to recover image characteristics such as
translation, rotation and scale.
2.1.1. Feature-based Registration

With feature-based registration approaches, image attributes such as the windows of
a building [24], edge-map properties of satellite images [25], or the shape of an object
[26] are utilized to construct the feature space and detect potential control points.
Examples of feature-based approaches include the method proposed by Guo [27] which
utilizes SURF interest points and Lin [28] where Harris corner points are identified as
control points. Both approaches have provided excellent results but remain
computationally challenging.

With the selection of control points, an algorithm is

required to search the space of valid transforms. Current methods rely on some modified
method of Particle Swarm theory, such as in [29-30].

2.1.1.1. Control Points from SURF and Harris Corner Interest Points

In [27], Guo et al propose an algorithm for using SURF-detected interest points
along with the Piecewise Linear Transformation (PLT) to create a network of connected
triangles. The triangles of networks across images are compared and image registration
parameters are calculated per matching triangle. SURF feature points are detected while
corresponding descriptors are calculated and a dominant orientation for each point is
derived. The Nearest and Second-nearest Neighbor Iterative (NSNI) algorithm is applied
to determine the two feature points in the query image which are the top two best matches
for a feature point in the reference image. Let
top match descriptor of feature point
query image, and

represent the descriptor distance for the

in the reference image and feature point

of the

be the distance to the second best matching feature point

of the

query image. The matched pairs are rejected if they satisfy

0.65. Using the SURF

points as vertices, triangulation is accomplished using the Delaunay Triangulation
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algorithm. Each triangle of the reference image contains the points
the query image at points

,

, where

,

that match to

1,2,3. The relationship for the x-coordinates

can be described with a simple affine transformation. The updated coordinates for the
query image are computed using bilinear polynomial interpolation from the two
transformation equations. An example triangle map is given in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Registration points identified through SURF keypoints and triangulation [27]

The Harris corner detector is a common technique for identifying control points. In
[28], the authors present a multi-scale Harris detector that is used in conjunction with the
Canny edge-map to isolate control points. Initially, Harris corner feature points are
recognized by calculating the first order gradients of each pixel, constructing a square
matrix then analyzing the eigenvalues of the matrix. For a given scale,

, the matrix is

created as described in the following paragraph.

For the response for all scales, local maxima and non-maximal suppression are used
in scale-space to determine the candidate points that represent corners. Canny edge
detection is then used to recognize edges within the image and control points are
determined by calculating the edge correlation between the detected corner point and the
closest edge from the edge-map. These control points are matched across the images
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where

,

is the control point in the reference image and

,

is the matched point

in the query image. The transformation between points is given as,

cos
sin

sin
cos

1
1 1

∆
.
∆

(2.1)

Using the two sets of control points across both images, the four unknown quantities can
be derived from the following equations:

cos

(2.2)

sin

tan

(2.3)

∆

cos

sin

(2.4)

∆

sin

cos

(2.5)

Feature-based registration is limited by the properties of the given feature point. In
the strict sense, the Harris corner detector is not scale invariant; however additional
research has proposed a multi-scale detector for Harris corners [31]. Furthermore, the
Harris corner feature point is not discriminative enough to provide a strong one-to-one
mapping between matched features of two images. SURF feature points are limited by
the utilized matching technique. Several methods are proposed, but the most common
approaches use a nearest neighbor approach [32].

The disadvantage of the nearest

neighbor matching is the reliance upon thresholds. The matching thresholds will vary
across applications. Similar to the Harris corner keypoints, the SURF feature points may
not be discriminative enough in certain situations, such as images with many repeated
patterns.
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2.1.1.2. Control Point Search Algorithms

Often the control-point search space is too large to justify an exhaustive search
therefore an optimization algorithm is a common approach for the selection of points. In
recent literature, the most common algorithm is some variation of the Particle Swarm
Theory by Kennedy and Eberhart [33]. In [29], Wang et al provides a registration
technique for automatic image registration using SURF interest points and the Adapted
Particle Swarm Optimization method. SURF feature points are calculated for 4 octaves in
scale-space and provide the initial set of control points. In the standard Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm, a random set of points is chosen as potential solutions. If
the search space is
∈

dimensional, each particle

has a velocity,

∈

and position

vectors. For each iteration, the position and velocity vectors are updated

according to,

(2.6)

(2.7)

where

and

are acceleration constants,

is the best solution for particle , and

is the best solution for all particles. As an improvement to the original PSO algorithm,
the Elitist Learning Strategy (ELS) is applied to compute the global best,
∙

where

∙ is a Gaussian random variable with mean,

,

,

(2.8)

, and standard deviation,

.

APSO is then iteratively applied along with using the Hausdorff distance as the fitness
function.

The control point search algorithms pose the challenge of converging to local
minima or maxima. Several variations exist for the most popular approaches where local
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convergence is mitigated, but often this is at the cost of computational efficiency and
ultimately total execution time. The most complicated approaches may not be suitable
for real-time applications.
2.1.2. Area-based Registration

In contrast to feature-based approaches, intensity-based image registration directly
exploits the pixel intensities and their distributions. The same optimization techniques
may still apply, such as the particle swarm theory; however, a new set of similarity
measures must be employed. The functions attempt to relate the statistical models of the
pixels.

2.1.2.1. Entropy-based Approach

Recent work in [34,35] provides an example of the statistical analysis required for
medical image intensity-based registration. Given two images,
overlap. Let

represent the set of pixels in

and

with a partial

of the overlapping region, and

as the set

of pixels in . The entropy conditional probabilities are then defined as,

|

,

log

|

(2.9)

|

,

log

|

(2.10)

The modified conditional entropy is then expressed as,
|

|

(2.11)
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Using the MCE as an objective function for the optimization problem, the registration is
completed on the statistical distribution of the pixel intensities.

Fig. 2.2 Registration result using MCE [34]

Entropy-based methods are susceptible to variations in pixel intensity. Furthermore,
the probabilistic pixel-wise comparisons are not rotational and scale invariant, which may
work well for medical images, however the area-based approaches will not be appropriate
for scenes before and after a disaster, captured from different perspectives and lighting
conditions.

2.1.2.2. Image Gradient Analysis

Shams et al [36] formulated a gradient-intensity measure for medical images. The
gradient intensity is defined according to,

,

(2.12)

1,
0,

Δ

Δ

(2.13)
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1,
0,

Δ

Δ

(2.14)

While the normalized gradient intensity is expressed as,
,

,

(2.15)

,

Two images are registered by computing the mutual information between normalized
gradient intensity matrices.

The resulting metric defines the directional similarity

between the images. The mutual information comparison is invariant to translation and
scale, while it is maximized when the two images are aligned rotationally. Rotational
parameters are solved using the following optimization problem,

,

Here,
,

,

,

,

min
, ,

are the rotation parameters,

,

.

∙ is the mutual information function and

are the gradient intensity matrices for the reference image

query image,

(2.16)

and transformed

. The translational parameters are estimated in a similar optimization

problem using image intensities for a given voxel. The proposed image gradient method
couples gradient analysis with an entropy measure; however the approach will be greatly
affected by noise and other variations in pixel intensity.
2.1.3. Image Similarity Measures

The ability for a registration problem to converge is dependent on the objective
function used to evaluate the quality of the transformation. Much work has been done to
associate similarity measures to registration problems.
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2.1.3.1. Color Similarities

In [37], a measure based on color and structural information is proposed. First a
structural similarity (SSIM) function is defined as,
2

2

where
image,

and
and

are constants,

and

(2.17)

are the means of some defined window in each

are the variances. The result from the

will be in the interval,

1,1 , where 1 is the ideal case where the two windows are equal;
pixel

. Given a

in the RGB color-space, conversion to the HSI (hue/saturation/intensity)

color-space is accomplished using the following transformations.

cos
2

,

2

cos

(2.18)
,

2

1

3

, ,

(2.19)

(2.20)

3

If a pixel is scaled by a constant ,

, the Hue and Saturation properties remain

unchanged and the intensity is scaled by ;
coefficient for two RGB color vectors,

,

, and

and , is defined as,

. The correlation
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〈 , 〉
‖ ‖‖ ‖

,

(2.21)

The intensity similarity is then defined as

,

1

(2.22)

765

The color similarity is derived from both the correlation coefficients, intensity similarity
and

function, and two predefined weights,
,

.

,

,

,

1

(2.23)

Lastly, the color fused function is defined as,
, |

,

,

(2.24)

,
,

(2.25)

,
1

where

and

are the two images and

is the fused image of

(2.26)

and .

2.1.3.2. Entropy Similarities

Lei et al, have presented a similarity measure for web images with the intent of
computational efficiency and high accuracy [38]. The similarity between two images,
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and

, can be determined by using the HSI histograms as the probability distribution

functions for each image. The Shannon entropy for image
1

log

where

is defined as,

(2.27)

, is the probability that pixel

is the grayscale value of . The

proposed similarity measure based on the Shannon entropy is then expressed as,
,

In 2.28,

and

,
,

are the images and

.

(2.28)

is the entropy of the joint probability,

defined as,

,

,

1

log

,

will be within the interval

images

(2.29)

,

,

1,1 with a value of 1 for no dissimilarity between

and .

2.1.4. Fourier Transform Registration

Frequency domain analysis is commonly used for determining registration
parameters due to the Fourier Shift Property [39,40]. Given grayscale images,
and

,

, where the two images only differ by a translation,

,

∆ and

∆ , the Fourier registration approach attempts to solve for ∆ and ∆ through the use of
the cross-power spectrum which is defined as,
∙
|

∗
∗|

,

(2.30)
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where

is the Fourier transform of image

and

∗

is the Fourier complex

conjugate of image , while the ∙ operator is the element-wise multiplication of the image
pixels. The translation parameters are recovered by searching the normalized crosscorrelation matrix that is computed from the inverse Fourier transform of the cross-power
spectrum,

. The peak of the cross-power spectrum is given as,
∆ ,∆

max
,

.

(2.31)

Rotational and scale differences between images can be recovered using the same
cross-power spectrum principals, however the grayscale images must first be converted
using the log-polar transformation. The log-polar transformation that maps Cartesian
coordinates to log-polar coordinates, illustrated in Fig. 2.3, is defined as,

,

tan

, log

Fig. 2.3 Polar transformation

(2.32)
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The rotation and scaling parameters, ∆ and ∆ , are then computed using the crosspower spectrum of the log-polar images. Let

be the resulting normalized cross-

correlation matrix using the log-polar grayscale images. Then the registration parameters
are solved using,
∆ ,∆

max
,

(2.33)

Log-polar FFT registration is a popular approach [40-42], however the accuracy is
affected by noise and other photometric variations such as object occlusion. To mitigate
these deficiencies, the method is often used as a coarse registration pre-processing step
where more modern techniques, such as feature-based registration, is used to achieve subpixel registration [43]. Moreover, the Fourier-based approaches are not accurate for large
translations and rotations.
2.2. Image Features

At the core of reliable image matching is the accurate identification of features
within an image. The detected features should be invariant to geometric and photometric
effects. Also, the detected features should be unique enough so that ideally there will
exist a strict one-to-one mapping across images. In the following section, popular
invariant feature descriptors are reviewed, followed by a section about region descriptors.
2.2.1. Feature Point Descriptors

Many feature point descriptors have been proposed, however, the most common
include SIFT, SURF, Harris corner, and invariant moments. Each has its strengths and
weaknesses which are summarized in the following sections.
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2.2.1.1. SIFT Feature Points

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) feature point descriptor proposed by
Lowe [44] has long been the reference metric for comparing other point descriptors. The
scale-space is created by using a pyramid of Gaussian-blurred images. Let

, ,

represent the filtered image for a given scale, .
, ,

,

,

, ,

, ,

(2.34)

1

, ,

where

∗

(2.35)

2

is the Gaussian function that is convolved with the original image,

. The scale-space is constructed by iteratively increasing the size of the Gaussian

kernels. The difference of adjacent filtered images is computed to create the Differenceof-Gaussian (DoG) pyramid. Within this space, candidate feature points are chosen from
a 3x3x3 neighborhood by searching the DoG pyramid. For each identified keypoint, the
gradient magnitude and orientation histograms are computed from the following,
,
1,

,

1,

.

tan

,

1
1,

1

,
,

1
1,

1

(2.36)

(2.37)

The resulting descriptor is a 128-dimensional vector composed of both histograms.
Several SIFT optimizations have been proposed to overcome some of the shortcomings
of the original algorithm. In [45], the descriptor dimensionality is reduced by employing
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the image patch about each feature point,
resulting in a 36-dimensional vector.
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2.2.1.2. SURF Feature Points

In [46], Bay proposeed a novel alternative
a
too SIFT calleed Speedup Robust Feaatures
(S
SURF) whicch aimed to compute mu
ulti-scale feaature points which are innvariant to sscale,
ro
otation and translational
t
l deformations. The alggorithm reliees on integraal images foor fast
co
omputation of
o discrete im
mage integraals, which iss defined in ((2.38).

,

,

((2.38)

By utilizzing the integral image, the area wiithin a bounnded region (A,B,C,D) oof the
orriginal imag
ge can be com
mputed using
g four memoory accessess and three addditions.
Σ

((2.39)

In
nterest pointts are determ
mined by callculating thee determinannt of the Hesssian matrix for a
particular pix
xel location (x,y).
(
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,
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,

((2.40)
,
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for a givenn scale, . The Gaussiaans are estim
mated

using discretee box filterss. The follo
owing imagees in Fig. 2..4 illustrate the discretee box
fiilters for

and

.

Fig. 2.4 Box
B filters forr

and
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To create the scale-space representation, the discrete box filters are increased in size
while the image maintains a constant size, which is in contrast to the typical Gaussian
pyramid scheme where the Gaussian kernel is kept constant and the image size is scaled.
With SURF, the computational time for any filter size remains constant, thus increasing
the efficiency over SIFT. From the scale-space, a search is performed in a 3x3x3
neighborhood while non-maximal suppression identifies candidate feature points. For
each detected point, a descriptor is calculated from haar wavelets and their dominant
orientations.
Σ
Σ
Σ|
Σ
In (2.41), Σ

| ,

∈

(2.41)

represents the haar response in the x-direction and Σ

is the response in the

y-direction about a 4x4 window centered at the detected keypoint.

2.2.1.3. Invariant Moments

Invariant moments are yet another popular feature often used to describe image
content [47-49]. Similar to the SIFT and SURF descriptors, the moment descriptor is
invariant to rotation, scale and translation deformations.

The general form for the

descriptor is expressed as,

,

(2.42)

The most frequently used moments are the Zernike Moments where the moments defined
by (2.42) are altered such that
the following moments,

is replaced with Zernike basis functions, resulting in
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1

,

(2.43)

| |

!

1
!

| |
2
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| |
2

(2.44)
!

2.2.1.4. Binary Point Descriptors

In recent work, binary descriptors are used as an improvement over common
approaches such as SURF and SIFT. They often involve rotational, scale and translational
invariance but use a binary string to represent the resulting descriptor. Traditional
descriptors are represented by a series of floating point numbers, therefore significant
performance increases will be realized when utilizing binary strings.

Storage

requirements decrease, descriptors are created with lower latencies, and matching is
performed at an efficient rate due to the use of the Hamming distance metric instead of
the customary Euclidean distance.

Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) is a binary point descriptor
proposed by Leutenegger et al [50]. The proposed technique proposes the use of the
Adaptive and Generic Accelerated Segment Test (AGAST) feature point detector which
identifies corners utilizing a binary decision tree. AGAST is a derivative of the FAST
corner detector. Similar to the SURF detector, AGAST exploits a scale-space pyramid to
identify scale invariant keypoints.

BRISK descriptors are constructed by comparing the brightness characteristics of
neighboring patches of pixels.

Sampling is conducted along concentric circles as

depicted in Fig. 2.5. The sampling pattern is determined from the characteristic pattern
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direction that is derived from gradient comparisons between the detected feature point
and points that are at least 13.67 pixels apart, where

is the detected scale of the

feature point. Once the characteristic direction has been determined, points are sampled
that are within 9.75 pixels of the key point. Bit
1,
0,

where

,

,

of the descriptor is defined as,
,

(2.45)

is the Gaussian smoothed image patch for point , and

,

is the

image patch about the feature point.

Descriptor matching is accomplished using the efficient Hamming distance that is
defined as number of set bits from the bit-string result of a bit-wise XOR operation on
two descriptors. Given two descriptor bit-strings,

and

, the XOR result,

⊗

,

is used to define the following Hamming distance.

(2.46)

Fig. 2.5 BRISK sampling pattern for k = 1 [50]
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The authors in [50] show that BRISK offers accuracy that is comparable to SURF,
however BRISK is shown in some circumstances to be an order of magnitude faster than
its counterpart.
2.3. Region Descriptors

In certain situations, local features may not be unique enough to offer a one-to-one
mapping to another image. Such scenarios include building detection and matching. With
large city buildings, many patterns are repeated in terms of texture and spatial
relationships. Windows are often not distinctive enough for matching individual features.
Another example would be the comparison of two images before and after a disaster.
Post-disaster, the objects or scene may have been greatly altered and therefore the
gradient information or haar wavelet responses of local feature points may not be suitable
for comparison. To overcome these issues, larger areas including several image features
are evaluated to develop region descriptors. Region descriptors may offer more detail
and information about an image area than local feature descriptors.

Optimization algorithms are a common tool for grouping local feature points into a
single region descriptor. In [51], Wang et al propose a new binary PSO algorithm for
feature point clustering to identify regions of interest, while Awais and Mikolajczyk have
proposed a region descriptor by grouping the feature points along the dominant lines of
an image [52].

Dominant lines are determined by first using an edge detector or by applying a
segmentation method and extracting the cluster boundaries. The authors chose to use the
watershed segmentation along with RANSAC to estimate the line parameters which best
approximate the object boundaries. A total of 4 parameters are estimated; line mid-point,
,

, length of the line, , the distance of the perpendicular line to the origin of the

image, , and the orientation of the perpendicular line, . The feature points about a line
are determined for a circular region centered at

,

with a diameter of . Similar to

SIFT, the area is encoded as a histogram of gradient orientations. As an additional
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feature, the authors propose the usage of the vertices connecting two dominant lines. Like
the previous feature, an area around each of the vertices is encoded as a histogram of
gradient orientations. The coupling of two endpoint features and midpoint are used as a
single region feature for that boundary.

In a similar approach, Liu et al have presented a method for extending the SIFT or
GLOH feature point descriptors to line and curve descriptors [53]. First, feature points
are detected using the standard SIFT algorithm. For the 16x16 region centered at each
descriptor, the average gradient orientation is calculated.

If the average gradient

orientation is the same across multiple feature points, the descriptors lay on the same line,
otherwise the point represent either a curve or closed region. To compute a descriptor for
a line, curve or closed region that is composed of

feature points, first compute the

average descriptor vector.

1

,

,..,

∈

,

∈

(2.47)

Next the standard deviation vector is calculated.

1

,

1, . . ,

(2.48)

A descriptor vector is created using the normalized coupling of the mean and standard
deviation vectors. This new vector is called the mean and standard deviation descriptor
(MSD).

‖ ‖ ‖ ‖

∈

(2.49)
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As an alternative to the MSD, a moment descriptor (MD) is computed using the
following four moments from the average gradient orientations.

1

,

1

1

1

1, . . ,

(2.50)
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,
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(2.53)

The MD is then created as the normalized vector of the four moments.
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(2.54)

In addition to the MSD and MD descriptors, a Fourier descriptor (FD) is proposed using
the first

Fourier coefficients.
,
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∈
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Finally, the FD is defined as the normalized vector of Fourier coefficients.
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(2.60)

2.4. Summary

This chapter has provided a broad overview of various image registration techniques
that can be categorized into feature, area, or Fourier-based. Feature-based approaches will
attempt to use matching image features to estimate an appropriate homography, whereas
area-based methods compare the image pixels directly along with evaluating an objective
function for converging onto a solution. Fourier-based approaches take advantage the
shift properties of a signal in the frequency domain. Translation offsets can be computed
from a Fourier-transformed image pair while rotation and scale can be determined from
the log-polar transformed image pair. Lastly, several image comparison metrics are
presented. The literature review also includes detailed explanations of common feature
point algorithms, SIFT, SURF and BRISK. For completeness, recently proposed region
descriptors are discussed.
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3. GRAPH-BASED INVARIANT REGION DESCRIPTOR

Identification of invariant image descriptors is an integral task for many computer
vision applications such as image registration, object recognition, and object tracking.
The detected features should be invariant to geometric transformations such as rotation
and translation, as well photometric variations due to differing lighting conditions. In this
work, we propose a unique and effective region descriptor that couples invariant features
and texture information. The descriptor relies on spatial relationships of invariant SURF
features to create a graph-based descriptor for image matching. Additionally, a novel
method is proposed for matching region descriptors through the definition of an efficient
similarity measure that couples invariant features and their spatial relationships. Several
examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed region descriptor
while the results of the proposed approach outperform SURF feature point matching.

Typical approaches that rely on invariant features can be thought of in three phases.
Initially, invariant features are detected, followed by invariant feature description, and
then feature matching is performed between two images. Common keypoint detection
algorithms include SIFT [44], which uses a scale-space from a pyramid of difference of
Gaussian images, and the Harris Corner Detector [54] that attempts to identify image
corners through the analysis of eigenvalues for the first order gradients of local image
neighborhoods. The original Harris Corner Detector algorithm is not scale invariant and
thus several variations have been proposed [55,56], however these proposed methods do
not address the issue where one invariant feature of the reference image maps to several
features in the query image.
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Due to the scale, rotation, and translation invariance of the Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) descriptor, much work has been done based on the SIFT detector and
feature point descriptor, however the complexity of the algorithm limits its applications.
In [46], Bay proposes an alternative to SIFT called Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF)
that is also scale, rotation and translation invariant. SURF is advantageous over SIFT in
several areas. The algorithm utilizes integral images and discrete box filters for fast,
integer-based computation of the scale-space. Moreover, the SURF descriptor is based on
an integer approximation of the Haar wavelet responses within a local neighborhood of
each feature point. Due to these enhancements and promising results, SURF has quickly
become the basis for many computer vision applications [57-60]. Although SURF greatly
reduces the complexity of SIFT, the discriminative power of the SURF descriptor does
not always ensure a one-to-one mapping between invariant feature points from two
images. One such scenario where this issue may arise is that of buildings whose structure
includes many repetitive characteristics, such as windows. It is the aim of this work to
use SURF detected feature points to create a more discriminative descriptor that will have
a one-to-one mapping across images. In doing so, the overall solution is computationally
efficient and may be a suitable candidate for real-time applications or easily mapped to
hardware using reconfigurable logic.

In this work, a novel region descriptor is proposed that is invariant to both
photometric and geometric variations. The computational efficiency of the SURF
algorithm is leveraged to create a region descriptor that couples spatial, textural, and
color information. In doing so, it is shown that the discriminative power of the proposed
descriptor is superior to the SURF feature points alone. The overall structure of the
region descriptor forms a connected graph which provides an efficient structure for rapid
matching. Additionally, a unique similarity measure is proposed for comparing two
region descriptors.
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3.1. Graph-based Descriptors

Graph-based analysis has recently become a popular method for determining global
features from invariant local characteristics. The overall discriminative power of
invariant feature points is potentially increased if the graph is also invariant to geometric
or photometric variations. Simacek and Unsalan proposed a connected graph from SIFT
points in [61] to detect buildings in an urban scene, while Kisku et al used a similar
approach for a facial recognition system [62]. In both instances the authors show an
increased matching accuracy when comparing subgraphs from two images than using the
feature points alone. Neither approach utilizes color information while both methods rely
on the complex SIFT descriptor which may limit the scope in which the algorithms may
be used.

3.2. Proposed Graph-based Descriptor

Image matching requires the identification of common features or regions between
images. If enough similarity exists, the scene or objects are matched. The detected
features of each image should be distinct and the method should be invariant to
photometric and geometric inconsistencies. The proposed algorithm creates a descriptor
from the spatial and color relationships of invariant descriptors. Because of object
deformations and occlusions, the matching process must calculate similarities between
regions to determine all commonalities between images.

To mitigate these issues, it is the aim of this paper to propose a region descriptor that
is formed from a connected graph that contains SURF feature points as its vertices. Fig.
3.1 provides an overview of the proposed method for feature detection and matching.
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Fig. 3.1 Region descriptor overview

For a given reference and query image, the SURF feature points are computed then a
clustering process is used to identify similar feature points. The clustering algorithm
ensures all feature points within a group share common characteristics and they are
invariant to rotation, translation and affine transformations. Each cluster will also share
common color properties as determined by the area’s color distribution. A connected
graph is then constructed from each feature point within a cluster. To accomplish this, a
proposed similarity measure is used to exploit the spatial and textural characteristics of
each feature point while Dijkstra’s algorithm is employed to create a connected graph of
feature points.
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Matching two images involves matching region descriptors across images. Since
each descriptor is a connected graph, sub-graph matching schemes are explored. Often
exact matches are not possible due to deformations, occlusions or variations in color;
therefore the problem of region matching must be accomplished using a proposed
similarity measure. This measure compares two graphs on the basis of the individual
nodes and their spatial relationships in feature-space.
3.2.1. Clustering

Initially feature points are detected using SURF. These provide the basis for the
subsequent creation of directed graphs that will represent the proposed region descriptor.
Two methods are proposed and compared. First, color characteristics are proposed then a
method for clustering based on spatial density using a k-means approach is outlined.
After clustering, each group is analyzed and clusters with less than four nodes are
discarded. For effective matching, at least four nodes are required, as discussed in section
3.3.

3.2.1.1. Color and Descriptor Characteristic Clustering

The first method performs two passes through all feature points, comparing each
color channel in the RGB color space, as well as their respective descriptors. The first
pass will determine initial groupings while the second pass attempts to merge overlapping
and similar clusters.

The initial feature point detection is accomplished using the SURF detector. Two 64element descriptors,

and

, are compared by calculating their Euclidean distance in

feature space according to (3-1).
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,

Let

(3.1)

be the similarity of two feature points in RGB color space defined as,

(3.2)

,

where

∈

is the color channel for feature point x, with

, ,

. Coupling color and

descriptor similarity, a potential cluster of similar descriptors is expressed as,
,
Let Ψ

,
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.

(3.3)

be a search window centered at a feature point. The set of descriptors within the

search window is the set , defined as,
|

∈Ψ

(3.4)

.

The descriptors within a search window are clustered if 75% of the descriptors are similar
to all other descriptors within the window. We define the set of clustered descriptors as

∈

|

|

, |
| |

0.75 .

|

If we define the set of descriptors in cluster n as

(3.5)

∈

then two clusters are

merged if the number of common feature points between clusters is at least 2. The
resulting set is defined in (3.5).
∗

∪

|

∈

2

.

(3.6)
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An example clustering of feature points is provided in Fig. 3.2 where SURF points are
marked in green and the clusters are outlined in red.

b.

a.

Fig. 3.2 Detected feature point clusters (a), and a close view (b) of the single cluster
indicated by the blue outline in (a)

3.2.1.2. Spatial K-means

K-means clustering has long been exploited for many applications where clustering
may be necessary [63,64]. In this work, k-means clustering is utilized to group feature
points based on their spatial relationships. This will result in grouping together feature
points into dense groups. The original method proposed by MacQueen [65] involves a
three step process; initial cluster assignment, calculation of cluster center, and cluster
reassignment. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the method converges to the point where
clusters remain unaltered.
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Given a set of
produce
…

|1

observations,

clusters,

∪ …∪

, the aim of the algorithm is to

, where each cluster has an associated mean,

. Observations are then assigned to each cluster contingent upon the distance

between the observation and the cluster means. Set

at the next iteration of

is defined

as,
|

∀

(3.7)

The algorithm has converged when the following condition is reached.
∀j

(3.8)

For the proposed region descriptor, the cluster centers are initially selected at
random. For a set of feature points,

, the number of clusters is defined as,
|

|

(3.9)

5

The denominator is chosen such that the average number of nodes per graph is 5. This
value allows the region descriptor to be unique but not so large that it would inhibit
descriptor matching with additional latency. Initial cluster centers are represented by the
spatial coordinates of the randomly selected feature points, where initial assignments are
determined by the following,
|‖

where

‖

∀p

t,

(3.10)

is the feature point randomly selected as an initial cluster center. The Euclidean

distance metric is used for evaluating the distance between the current cluster centers and
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and

all other feature points. Given feature points
,

and

,

and spatial coordinates,

, respectively, then the distance is calculated from,

(3.11)

.

The objective function defined in (3.13) provides the scoring mechanism for the
reassignment phase of the clustering. During the update stage of clustering, for each
cluster

, the mean

and standard deviation

, are calculated for the

and

spatial

coordinates of all feature points belonging to that cluster. The k-means clustering of
invariant feature points is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

1

,

(3.12)

2

1

,

(3.13)

Fig. 3.3 Example clustered feature points using the k-means approach with a 2D
Gaussian. Feature points indicated in the same color belong to the same cluster
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3.2.2. Graph Structure

If we assume a cluster of feature points represent the vertices of a graph, we can
formulate an algorithm for the creation of a region descriptor in the form of a connected
graph. Two approaches are explored. First, Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to determine the
shortest path from one point to any other point in a connected graph given a list of
weighted edges. If we define a starting node, a directed graph can be constructed as a
shortest path between the origin node and all other nodes. Second, a greedy node
selection algorithm is used to produce a graph based on the descriptor characteristics
instead of spatial relationships. The greedy algorithm produces the graph by iteratively
choosing graph nodes that will not create a cycle.

3.2.2.1. Dijkstra’s Algorithm

For the work in [11,66], the initial node of the graph is chosen as the node that is
within the closest proximity of the image origin. This choice ensures consistency as to
how the graphs are constructed, however a more robust approach is proposed. For a given
set of

feature points,

, with

,…,

descriptors,

∈

, the average descriptor

for that set is given as,
∑
|

The initial node,

|

.

(3.14)

, is then chosen as the node within closest proximity, in terms of

descriptor distance (3.1), to the average descriptor,

min

.

.

(3.15)
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Let

be defined as the queue representing our final connected graph. The first node

in the queue will be regarded as the origin of the graph. Initially the queue is empty;
∅ . We define

as the set containing the cluster of feature points. Dijkstra’s

approach to feature point clustering is depicted in Fig. 3.4 and outlined as follows,


Select origin node,

and push into the queue,
∖

from the set of feature points;


Let

represent a connected neighbor of

spatial distance, add ‖

and remove

. If

is already associated with a

‖, otherwise assign ‖

‖. Repeat for all

remaining feature points in the cluster.
that achieves the minimum, min



Select



Push



Remove



For the node at the tail of the queue, repeat from step 3 until

onto the queue;

∪

from the feature point set;

.

.
∖

.
∅.

Fig. 3.4 Two example connected graphs from invariant feature points. The green markers
indicate the feature points while the blue lines are the connected edges of the graph

3.2.2.2. Greedy Node Selection

As an alternative to Dijkstra’s method, we propose the use of a greedy algorithm that
is coupled by a feature point filtering scheme for reducing graph sizes. For multi-scale
descriptors, such as SIFT, SURF and BRISK, the descriptor is determined by a sampling
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window that is related to the detected scale. For SURF in particular, the sampling
window is defined with a radius of 6 pixels, where

is the detected scale [46]. The

filtering step in the proposed selection process attempts to reduce redundant information
from overlapping descriptors. Fig. 3.5 exemplifies descriptor scale overlap.

Fig. 3.5 Example SURF descriptors and their detected scales [46]

The initial feature point is selected in the same routine where the node is selected
based on the descriptor distance and overall average descriptor value for that particular
cluster. Given the initial feature point,
6

pixels are discarded, where

, all feature points within the neighborhood of

denotes the scale of the initial node. The initial node is

then regarded as the current node. The descriptor distance (3.1) is computed from the
current node to all other nodes. The next node chosen is the node with the smallest
descriptor distance to the current node. Another iteration is started with feature point
filtering. This is repeated until all feature points in a cluster are assigned to the graph or
discarded. Lastly, the resulting graph is discarded if it contains less than four nodes.
Example graphs are provided in the following Fig. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6 Sample graphs created using greedy node selection with feature point filtering

3.3. Graph-based Descriptor Matching

For both proposed graph-based region descriptors, the method for comparing two
descriptors can be regarded as finding the best matching graph. When two graphs are of
differing sizes, the problem can be viewed as searching for the best sub-graph within the
larger of the two graphs.
3.3.1. Spatial and Descriptor Characteristic Matching

With

and

representing two region descriptors, region matching can be reduced

to the problem of determining whether or not
| |,

,

,

,

is a sub-graph of

, with | |

. For simplicity, we are not searching for exact matches

but rather similar sub-graphs where the similarity is a calculation based on the feature
point’s descriptor and spatial information of the graph nodes. The graph from
compared to the graph which spans

∗

∗

is

, and the lowest similarity score from the

comparison is stored in a scoring matrix,

∗

∗

, where

∗

represents a cluster of

feature points.

The nodes have an associated descriptor,
nodes,

and

, to be

∈

and we define the similarity of two

. In a similar fashion, we can define the spatial
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and

similarity between two edges,
,

,

and

as

, where

. The similarity between two graphs can then be computed

as,
∑|

where

∑|

|

|

(3.16)

is the smaller of the two graphs being compared,

point descriptors while
nodes. For this version,

Given two graphs,

is the weight associated with the spatial distance between
is set to 0.8 and

and

vertices of

is 0.4.

such that | |

compute a similarity score between
contains the first

is the weight of the feature

,

, and

and a sub-graph of

, we first

, denoted as

. In successive iterations, we extract sub-graphs of size

, starting from the next node in the queue of

1 similarity

until we have

scores. The smallest of these scores are chosen as the similarity score for
exhaustive search is complete,

where

,

. Once the

is traversed to find matches which are indicated by

minimal scores.

If we are comparing two graphs,
we must make

1 comparison to test

following figure, the vertices of
,..,

.

and

| |,

, where

| |, and

against all sub-graphs of

are given as the set

,..,

,
. In the

and the vertices of

as
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Fig. 3.7 Partial graph matching

For the illustrated example in Fig. 3.7, a matching score is generated for the comparison
of sets
,

,

,

,

and

and
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

and

,

,

, and finally between

. The minimal score represent the similarity between

and

. Section 3.5 provides example results from matching the connected graph region
descriptors.
3.3.2. Angle and Descriptor Characteristic Matching

The proposed similarity measure from equation (3.16) attempts to compare two
graphs from their structural characteristics and image features; however the previously
proposed similarity score is not rotationally invariant. Due to this shortcoming, it is the
aim of the following similarity metric to couple the graph’s angles with image features to
provide a rotationally invariant score. Moreover, the metric is structured such that there
are larger penalties for mismatched features and angles through a non-linear formula.
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Provided a directed graph with
,

,…,

define the
between edges

, where
,

2 angles as
and

,

vertices,

,…,

, and

denotes the edge between vertices
,…,

, where

1 edges,
and

, we

represents the angle

. As a result of the graph’s directed edges, the angle order is

critical. For a given graph, two angle descriptors can be constructed to represent the
structure of the graph. First, a descriptor for a graph with
2 elements where

4. Let

nodes will be structured with

be a graph descriptor composed of the ordered

angles,

,

⋮

,

(3.17)

.

,

The angles utilized in the computation of

are derived from consecutive vectors

of a directed graph, however the angle between non-consecutive vectors offer an
additional structural characteristic of the graph-based region descriptor. When coupled
with

, the descriptor would provide a rotational and scale invariant representation of a
and

graph’s structure. The angle between any two vectors,

is defined from the dot

product. Using this notation, the non-consecutive vector angle descriptor is stated in
(3.19).

,

cos

∙
‖ ‖‖

‖

(3.18)

,

⋮

,

(3.19)

,

The angles from
the range 0° to 360° .

and

are typically represented with floating point numbers in

In such a scenario, we may use the Euclidean distance for
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comparing the descriptors; however we propose encoding the angles using the Gray Code
encoding scheme while using the Hamming distance as a similarity measure between two
descriptors. The binary encoding process starts by first converting the angle in degrees to
a binary equivalent using the binary angle measurement approach. This binary string is
then converted to a Gray Code string for later comparison using the Hamming distance.

3.3.2.1. Binary Angle Measurement

The binary angle measurement (BAM) is commonly used to represent angles as a
binary string. A binary representation provides an efficient structure for data to be stored
and transmitted. The primary idea behind BAM is that each bit represents

∘

, where

denotes the number of bits in the binary string. Equation (3.21) provides the relationship
between an angle, , and its BAM representation. Fig. 3.8 offers a visual representation
of the BAM system for 8-bit binary strings. The proposed angle descriptors use 8-bit
binary representations.
2
360

Fig. 3.8 8-bit BAM representation

(3.21)
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3.3.2.2. Gray Code

Originally proposed in 1947 by Frank Gray [68], the Gray Code is a binary encoding
scheme established to represent differences between consecutive values using a single bit.
Table 3.1 outlines an example of a Gray Code scheme for base-10 numbers 0-7. The
binary strings illustrate only a single bit change for consecutive integer changes.

Table 3.1 Gray Code encoding for base-10 range 0-7. The red indicates the single bit
changed for successive value changes

Base-10
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Binary
Representation
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Gray Code
String
000
001
011
010
110
111
101
100

For any given binary string, the gray code can be computed quickly. Let a binary
string

contain
…

bits,

…

, then the Gray Code binary string,

is computed according to the following,
1
⊕

(3.20)

3.3.2.3. Hamming Distance

The Hamming distance is an efficient method for comparing the similarity of two
binary strings that are of the same length. Originally proposed by Richard Hamming [69],
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the metric identifies the number of bits that differ across two binary strings. Stated
formally, we define two input binary strings,

and

, as well as the resulting binary

string from the logical exclusive-OR of the input strings to be
Hamming distance,

is bit

. The

is then defined as,

,

where

⊕

of binary string

,

(3.21)

.

3.3.2.4. Combined Angle and Descriptor Similarity Score

The comparison of two graphs using the angle and descriptor information is
completed in a similar method as depicted in Fig. 3.7 where a sub-graph of the larger
graph is compared to the entire smaller graph. For each comparison, a score is generated
while the smallest of the resulting scores is regarded as the similarity score for the two
region descriptors. If both graphs contain the same number of nodes, a single score is
generated and assigned.

When each node of the graph is represented by a SURF feature point, the similarity
between two nodes is computed using
measure for two graphs,

∑

from (3.1), whereas the angle similarity

and , is defined as,

,
2

∑

,
2

(3.22)
,
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and

where

are the -th angle in the

and

descriptors, respectively,

for graph . The overall score for comparing two graphs is then defined as,
∑|

|

(3.23)

| |

Fig. 3.9 Visual representation of the angle descriptor components

As a simple example, given two graphs of the same size, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9, we can
calculate the similarity between the two graphs as,

,

,

,
4

,

,

,
2∗2

,
2

.
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3.4. Results

A database consisting of images from a scene before and after a disaster where used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed graph-based region descriptor. The test set
of images are comprised of images from urban landscapes, aerial photography, scenes
before and after a disaster, as well as a few general objects to demonstrate the robust
matching of the proposed descriptor.
3.4.1. Graph Matching

The proposed region descriptor matching scheme is shown to be effective for
identifying graphs of similar structure, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The descriptors defined in
(3.17) and (3.19), coupled with the similarity metric in (3.22), present a rotational and
scale invariant approach for comparing the structure of two graphs, whereas the
contribution to the overall similarity score in (3.23) from

ensures pixel distributions

between the two graphs exhibit related textural characteristics.

a. Two matched graphs with equal number of nodes
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b. Illustrates an example of graphs with differing number of nodes. The red highlighted
sub-graph on the right was found to be the best match for the graph on the left

Fig. 3.10 Two examples of matched graphs using SURF feature points and their angles

3.4.2. Feature Matching Across Images

For all three scenarios evaluated, the proposed region descriptor demonstrated robust
ability for feature matching in urban scenes, aerial photographs and when applied to
general objects. The building and aerial images are greatly affected by both photometric
and geometric variations due to the state of the scene after a disaster, whereas the general
objects exhibit little photometric difference due to lighting variations but show the
objects from different perspectives.

The images in Fig. 3.11 demonstrate the robust nature of the proposed graph-based
region descriptor for feature matching. Fig. 3.11a and Fig. 3.11b depict scenes after and
during a disaster, respectively.

Both scenarios exhibit a high number of correctly

matched features even under local deformations that range from content differences to
geometric variations. The examples in Fig. 3.11c and Fig. 3.11d provide strong evidence
that the proposed region descriptor is effective for general objects from varying
perspectives. Lastly, the proposed method is shown to match feature accurately for aerial
photos of natural landscapes in Fig. 3.11e.
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a. Descriptor’s matching abilities for urban landscapes after a disaster

b. Descriptor’s matching abilities for urban landscapes during a disaster
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c. Example descriptor use with general objects that are affected by perspective variations

d. Example descriptor use with general objects that are affected by perspective variation
and illumination differences
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e. Depicts the proposed region descriptor utilized with an aerial image of a territory
affected by natural disaster

Fig. 3.11 Example image pairs demonstrating the feature matching abilities of the
proposed region descriptor

3.4.3. SIFT, SURF and BRISK Matching Comparisons

Given two images,
transformation matrix,

and

, such that

location of a feature point in
,

and

respectively.

,

, that vary under a projective transform, there exists a
. If the transformation matrix is known, the

can be identified in

according to,

are the spatial coordinates of feature points in

, where
and

,

The following process was used to identify the number of correctly

matched feature points for a group of 41 matched images.


For each image pair, manually select 10 matching control points across both
images.



Estimate the transformation matrix using the Direct Linear Transform.



For each feature point in the reference image, calculate the projected point in the
query image using the estimated transformation matrix.
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Calcu
ulate the spattial distance between thee projected ppoint and thee matched feeature
point of the query
y image. If the
t two poinnts are withinn 10 pixels, count the pair as
a matcch.

The follo
owing graph
hs in Fig. 3.1
12 present thhe number oof matched ffeature pointts for
own that the proposed reegion descripptor perform
med better in most
eaach image pair. It is sho
sccenarios than
n SIFT, SUR
RF and BRIS
SK.

a. Perrcent correctly matched proposed
p
reggion descripttors for 41 im
mage sets
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b.
b Percent co
orrectly matcched SIFT ddescriptors fo
for 41 image sets

c. Percent corrrectly match
hed BRISK descriptors ffor 41 imagee sets
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d.
d Percent co
orrectly matcched SURF ddescriptors ffor 41 imagee sets

Fig. 3.12 Graphs
G
illustrrating the peercent of featture points m
matched betw
ween 41 setss of
image pairrs

The follo
owing graph
h in Fig. 3.13
3 compares tthe matchingg accuracy ddistribution oof the
or to SURF,, SIFT and B
BRISK distrributions. A
As shown, BR
RISK
prroposed regiion descripto
demonstrated
d the pooreest performaance, as deepicted by the majoritty of test cases
xhibiting lesss than 20% matching acccuracy. Forr the aerial aand street view images, SIFT
ex
ou
utperformed
d SURF, wh
hile the proposed regionn descriptor iis observed to have a hhigher
matching
m
acccuracy wheree most test cases demonnstrated a m
matching acccuracy of at least
60%. The diistribution parameters arre summarizzed in Tablee 3.2, where it is evidennt that
th
he proposed
d region deescriptor pro
ovides a hiigher averaage matchinng rate thann the
trraditional feaature descrip
ptors. As sh
hown in Tabble 3.2, the ggraph-based region descrriptor
prroduced an average matching accurracy of 62.119%, where traditional aapproaches uusing
SURF, SIFT and BRISK
K had matcching accurracies of 244.65%, 35.18%, and 144.2%,
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respectively, which indicates the effectiveness of the graph-based region descriptor in
situations involving disaster scenes.

The overall distributions depicted in Fig. 3.13 Matching accuracy distribution for the
proposed region descriptor, SURF, SIFT and BRISK. indicate the effectiveness of the
proposed region descriptor by illustrating the descriptor’s superior distribution for higher
matching rates. Similarly, for lower matching rates, the proposed descriptor is observed
to have the lowest distribution, further indicating the proposed method’s robustness in
situations that involve large variations which adversely affect the traditional approaches.
Each of the image sets can be categorized according to the difficulty associated with
feature matching. The sources of such difficulties may be a combination of geometric
variations from perspective differences, and image content variations from the effects of
a disaster, object occlusion, or lighting conditions. 31.7% of the test cases exhibit
examples of each difference that adversely affect the matching process.

In these

instances, the matching rate is low; however the proposed region descriptor still
outperforms the traditional methods. Similarly, approximately 24.6% of the test cases
provide examples where the variations are not as extreme and therefore the matching
results are more favorable. Lastly, approximately 43.7% of the test data is comprised of
images where distinct features are easily matched across images. In all three scenarios,
the proposed region descriptor is shown to be more robust than the traditional methods.

Table 3.2 Matching accuracy distribution parameters.

Matching Accuracy (%)

Average
Std Dev

SURF
24.65
27.72

SIFT
35.18
36.77

BRISK
14.20
24.15

Region Desc
(Proposed Method)
62.19
35.05
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Fig.
F 3.13 Matching accurracy distribu
ution for the pproposed reggion descripptor, SURF, SIFT
and BRISK
K.

3.5. Summarry

In this chapter,
c
a no
ovel graph-b
based regionn descriptor is proposedd. The descrriptor
ouples invarriant featuree point desccriptors withh the spatiall relationshipp to neighbboring
co
feeature points. After thee initial deteection of feaature pointss, clustering is performed to
grroup similarr keypoints. Once clusteered, the grapphs are consstructed usinng a shortestt-path
prrocess. Add
ditionally, an
a effective similarity m
measure is provided ffor matchingg the
prroposed reg
gion descrip
ptor. It has been shown
wn to be moore effectivee than matcching
in
ndividual SU
URF feature points in thee scenario off urban landsscapes and aaerial imagerry.
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4. COMPREHENSIVE FEATURE AND TEXTURE FUSION-BASED
IMAGE REGISTRATION APPROACH

Image-based situational awareness may require images of the same scene, event or
object, but from differing perspectives, to be analyzed from a mutual coordinate system.
Furthermore, fusion of such data is relevant in applications where partial information
from multiple sources can offer a comprehensive perspective of a scene, situation, or
event. Applications including disaster scene analysis, emergency assessment, early
warning systems, and statistics collection, can benefit from a universal view of a given
data set.
Registration is a common task that estimates the transformation parameters relating
two images. The aim is to project one image such that both images contain some region
which overlap and may appear to be from the same perspective. This region of interest
isolates areas of the images that may share common details and features. Moreover, areas
designated as not mutual may offer desired data for a particular application, such as
disaster risk management.

The estimation of the transformation parameters can be

accomplished once a suitable set of matched points or features are identified that
accurately represent the geometric differences. Once the homography is computed, a
similarity measure is used to gauge the effectiveness of the overall process.
The proposed algorithm relies on a coarse search to identify similar regions between
images. To complete this task, pixel intensities are compared directly using the
Normalized Cross Correlation between localized image patches. With the identified
similar regions, a fine search is executed such that invariant feature points are extracted
as candidate control points. The set of candidate points are further reduced using a
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forward-backward matching process. Finally, the remaining control points are used in a
variation of the DLT algorithm for estimating the homography. Fig. 4.1 provides an
overview of the main phases of the algorithm. Using the estimated homography
parameters, the target image is remapped using bilinear interpolation to minimize
aliasing.

Fig. 4.1 Algorithm overview

4.1. Coarse Image Search
Given reference and target images, the query image is segmented into equal sized
blocks, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 Reference image (left) and segmented query image (right)
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Each blo
ock of the taarget image is compareed to a slidiing window of the referrence
mage. A co
omparison value
v
is dettermined ussing the Noormalized C
Cross Correllation
im
(N
NCC).
,

1

̅

,

̅

1

(4.1)

where
w
x and y are the dimensions
d
of
o the imagee patches whhile ̅ and ̅ are the average
value of all pixels within the referencce and queryy patches, respectively. The most siimilar
CC metric. Fig. 4.3 proovides exampple similar ppatches idenntified
patches maximize the NC
using the NCC course seaarch.

a.
a Similar paatches extractted from an aerial photoograph, wherre patches froom the referrence
image sp
pan the top row
r and patcches from thee query imagge along the bottom row
w

b. Matched
M
patcches extracteed from the iimages in thhe left-most ccolumn

Fig. 4.3
4 Similar patches
p
iden
ntified using the normalizzed cross-coorrelation
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4.2. Fine Image Search
After the identification of matched image patches, the proposed method detects,
extracts and matches invariant feature points which will be the basis for the
transformation matrix estimation. The coarse search reduces the search space for a set of
feature points. For this work, SURF keypoints are exploited with a symmetric matching
scheme for improved matching accuracy. A detailed overview of SURF can be found in
Section 2.2.1.2.
The similarity between two SURF points is simply the Euclidean distance of their
64-dimensional descriptor (4.2); however, for objects with a repetitive structure, such as
buildings with many similar windows, the SURF descriptor is not discriminative enough
to provide a one-to-one matching across images.

(4.2)

where

and

represent the -th component of descriptors

and

, from image

1 and 2, respectively.
,

If
and

,

is the Euclidean distance of the best match for descriptor

from image 1,

is the distance of the second best match for descriptor , then the matched

descriptor pair is added to the set according to,
,

∪

The set

,

|

,

0.85

(4.3)

represents the set of matched pairs that satisfy (4-3) using image 1 as the

reference and image 2 as the target image. Similarly, a second set,
formulated but using image 2 as the reference and image 1 as the target image.

is also
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,

∪
where

,

,

|

,

0.85

denotes the smallest distance between descriptor

image 1, while

,

(4.4)
from image 2 and

of

is the distance for the second best match for descriptor . A third

set is constructed as the intersection of the first two.

∩

(4.5)

represents the set of symmetric match pairs. In other words, the best matched pair
from image 1 to 2 is also the best matched pair from image 2 to 1. This condition ensures
a one-to-one mapping of local feature points. To further improve the accuracy of the
SURF matching process, the set of symmetric matches is examined to determine the best
matched pair. Let
. Then the set

denote the best matched distance between two feature points in
is pruned to eliminate any matched pairs according to the

following, which results in a new set,

∗

where

∗

,

|

2∗

,

denotes the set of matched distances for each feature point pair in

effects of symmetric matching are exemplified in Fig. 4.4.

(4.6)

. The
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a. SURF matches using FLANN matcher without symmetric matching

b. SURF using FLANN matcher and symmetric matching. As illustrated, many outlier
matches have been omitted

Fig. 4.4 Example SURF matching with and without symmetric matching
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4.3. Transformation Parameter Estimation
Image registration is a process that aims to map one image to another through an
estimation of a transformation matrix. To do so, at least four non-collinear matched
control points are required in each image. Let
,

image, and

,

be the coordinates in the reference

be the control points in the query image, where

1,2,3,4. Then

visually, the goal is to find the transformation matrix which maps one shape to the other
as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 Control point matching

The Direct Linear Transform (DLT) algorithm outlined in [70] provides a novel
approach for estimating the homography matrix through the Singular Value
and

Decomposition. Let
that

be the normalized control point pairs such

. Using the normalized control points, a matrix

∈

is constructed

such that,
0

0

0
0

0

0

(4.7)
0

0

0
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⋮ ,

The singular value decomposition of

1…

(4.8)

yields the homography parameters in the last

column of the right singular vector matrix, .

4.4. Results
As a baseline for comparison, the image registration technique used in [71] was
implemented. These works relied on SURF feature points and the Random Sample
Consensus (RANSAC) method for the detection of matched control points. Fig. 4.6
illustrates an example of the registration results strictly using the best matched SURF
feature points and DLT. Visual inspection of the results verifies the inaccuracies of the
matched control points. Fig. 4.7 provides results using the same set of images but
utilizing the proposed algorithm.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 4.6 Matched SURF feature points from a reference (a) and query image (b). The
resulting registration utilizing the SURF points and the DLT method for transformation
estimation (c)
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a.

b.

c.

Fig. 4.7 Reference and query images shown with similar patches denoted in red boxes
and identified control points designated with green circles (a). The remapped query
image after registration (c)

The remainder of the tests was conducted on images from the Amsterdam Library of
Object Images [72], which provides many object images taken from different
perspectives and lighting conditions. The average computation time for the proposed
algorithm was 5 seconds for each image of resolution 320x240.
In instances where six or more correct control points are identified, the effect of
outlier control points on the registration accuracy was negligible, as is illustrated in Fig.
4.8. With the inclusion of more correctly matched control points, the parameter
estimation becomes more resilient to the incorrectly identified points. Through the twophase search algorithm involving the coarse image search, followed by the fine search
through invariant feature detection, the proposed method has demonstrated high accuracy
in identifying correctly matched control points.
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a.

e.

i.

b.

f.

j.

c.

g.

k.
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d.

h.

l.

Fig. 4.8 Registration results depicting the reference images (a-d), query images (e-h), and
transformed query image (i-l). The red boxes indicate the matched image patch while the
green circles denote the detected feature points

As realized in Fig. 4.8, the proposed hybrid method can be effective in scenarios
involving high contrast, such as the examples shown in Fig. 4.8a and Fig. 4.8b. The
example in Fig. 4.8c suggests the method is effective for aerial imaging where small
geometric variations exist such as translations and rotations. Applications involving
image stitching and mosaicking of natural scenes may benefit from the hybrid technique.
The example illustrated in Fig. 4.8c provides an example where the proposed method
could use improvement. Such situations are characterized by objects with repeated
structural elements. In these scenarios, the coarse template matching will be adversely
affected by the image content. Since the overall registration is dependent upon the
accuracy of the coarse search, the overall registration will be inaccurate, as shown by the
two mismatched image areas depicted in Fig. 4.8d and Fig. 4.8h.

4.5. Summary
In this chapter a novel image registration technique that employs both intensity and
feature-based analysis for the identification of suitable control points across images is
proposed. Initial image region similarities are identified through an exhaustive search
involving the Normalized Cross Correlation measure. By determining the image patches
with maximized NCC values, one is able to drastically narrow the feature search space.
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The next phase involves computation of invariant features that are matched using a twophase matching process.

This forward and backward matching ensures one-to-one

correspondence of control points and minimizes the amount of potential outlier points.
Lastly, the Direct Linear Transform is utilized to estimate the homography between
images for the over-determined system. Because the proposed solution does not rely on
optimization algorithms, the results are not affected by the discovery of a global
optimum, which may negatively affect the common approaches. The results verify the
accuracy of the proposed method through the efficient calculation of correctly matched
control points.
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5. MULTISTAGE FEATURE-BASED IMAGE REGISTRATION

Images depicting a scene before and after a disaster pose many challenging problems
for image processing algorithms such as image registration. Due to the potentially large
variations in textural and geometric properties, a single image registration algorithm
cannot be solely used for all test cases. To accommodate a larger range of scenarios, we
propose a multi-stage method that evaluates the results along each phase to determine if
subsequent stages are necessary. The aim of such an approach is to broaden the image
registration capabilities for images under large amounts of photometric and geometric
variation.

Fig. 5.1 General overview of the tasks involved in the proposed image registration
method

The initial step is to determine a coarse registration exploiting the translational
properties of the Fourier Transform. This approach is a common preprocessing task;
however we propose a method for recovering the rotation using image edge maps instead
of the typical grayscale images. The coarse registration phase is then evaluated using a
simple approach involving the analysis of color pixel distributions. Per the registration
verification step, an appropriate registration method is performed. The verification stage
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iss then revisitted to determ
mine if the cu
urrent outpuut is sufficiennt or whetheer another meethod
sh
hould be atttempted. An
A output iss guaranteedd by the ennd of the tthird attemppt, as
illlustrated in the
t broad ov
verview in Fig. 5.1 and a more detailled summaryy in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Detailed
D
overrview of propposed registtration system
m
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5.1. Coarse Registration
R
n

An initiaal coarse reegistration is attemptedd to improve feature m
matching andd the
ubsequent reegistration.
su

Fig. 5.3 provides
p
a suummary of the registraation processs that

in
ncludes the calculation
c
of
o translation
n and rotationnal relationsships betweeen two imagees.

Fig. 5.3 Pro
oposed Coarrse Registrattion

In order to perform coarse registration, the images musst first be coonverted from
m the
RGB
R
color space
s
to grrayscale. Th
here are maany approacches for thiis common task,
however the approach ussed in this work
w
simply disregards tthe chrominaance compoonents
affter convertiing the colo
or space to YUV (lumiinance-chrom
minance) coolor space, w
which
uses differen
nce weightss to accurrately modeel human pperception. The luminnance
co
omponent, , is expresseed in RGB components,
c
, , and , according to
0.299

0.587
7

0.114 .

(5.1)
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Once represented in grayscale, both input images are filtered for noise. A simple 3x3
Gaussian filter is used to smooth the images by eliminating noise. In the time domain,
the images are convolved with the Gaussian kernel which is defined as,

,

Here,

and

1

.

2

are the standard deviations for the

(5-2)

and

components and dictate the

bandwidth of the filter. For the proposed registration method,

and

are defined as 2

pixels.
5.1.1. Translation Estimation

The Fourier Shift Theorem stated in (5.3) offers a valuable tool for determining the
translation, rotation, and scale parameters that relate two images. Let
Fourier transform for signal

, then the theorem states,
,

where

∙ denote the

(5.3)

and s represent the offset and frequency domain variable.

If two images differ only by a translation,

,

,

, then the

image representations in the frequency domain is given as,
,

where

,

expressed as,

,

and

,
,

,

,

(5.4)

.

Equation (5.4) can be
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(5.6)

,
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is the complex conjugate of

(5.7)

. The normalized cross-spectrum,

in (5.7) is an impulse function in the time domain at the location of the

translation parameters

|

,
,

,

.

∗

,
,

∗

,

|

(5.8)

Therefore the registration parameters may be recovered according to (5.9).

,

max
,

|

,
,

∗
∗

,
,

|

(5.9)

For conversion to and from the frequency domain, the origin of the image is taken at
the center of the image whereas the image’s reference point resides in the upper left
corner, therefore the peak location of the cross-correlation matrix must be correct. The
following relations are used to offset the translation results, given the peak location of the
cross-correlation matrix as
image as

,

, and , repsectively.

and the number of rows and columns in the original
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1

2
1

1

2
1

a.

2

2

(5.10)

(5.11)
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b.

c.

Fig. 5.4 Cross-correlation matrix showing a peak at (543,269) which indicates a
translation of (-58,-22) is required. The XYZ (a), XZ (b) and YZ(c) views are provided
for illustrative purposes

Fig. 5.5 Aerial image depicting a residential neighborhood after a fire. Original reference
image (left) and translated query image (right)

An example cross-correlation matrix is visualized in Fig. 5.4 where the peak
identifies the translation parameters. Using the identified parameters, the resulting coarse
registration is provided in Fig. 5.5.
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5.1.2. Rotation Estimation

The Fourier Shift theorem can be further employed to determine the rotation and
scaling parameters that relate two images. To do so, the edge map for each image is used
,

in the log-polar domain. Given two images in the spatial domain,
where

varies from

by a rotational displacement,
,

cos

sin

and

,

, the relationship is defined as,

, sin

cos

.

(5.12)

Computing the Fourier transform of both sides yields,
,

After converting

and

cos

sin

, sin

cos

.

(5.13)

to polar coordinates, it can be seen that the rotation in the

spatial domain will be observed as a translation in the frequency domain using polar
coordinates.
,

,

.

(5.14)

Thus, the process for recovering the rotational differences between two images
involves the same procedure outlined in 5.1.1 but utilizing polar instead of spatial
coordinates.

5.1.2.1. Canny Edge Detection

In [73] John Canny proposes an edge detection technique that is ubiquitously known
as the Canny Edge detector which meets the following three criteria.
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1. Good detection that distinguishes the maximum number of edges within an
image.

2. Good localization to ensure the detected edge is within a small proximity of
the original edge in the image.

3. Minimal response is desired to guarantee that an edge is only detected once
while neglecting to detect noise as false edges.

With the aim of reducing noise that may introduce false edges, the image is initially
convolved with a Gaussian function. The discrete smoothing kernel used to estimate
equation 5-2 with

1.0, is defined to be,
1
1 4
7
273
4
1

4
16
26
16
4

7
26
41
26
7

4 1
16 4
26 7 .
16 4
4 1

(5.15)

After noise reduction, the image gradients are determined using a pair of Sobel
filters. The gradient masks in the x-direction and y-direction are as follows [74],
1
2
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
2
0
2

1
2
1
1
0
1

(5.16)

(5.17)

Gradient magnitude and direction can then be computed from the following equations,
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(5.18)

tan

(5.19)

A search through the gradient magnitudes,

, reveal edge pixels through a non-

maximum suppression approach. For a given pixel with gradient magnitude,
,

corresponding angle,

,

, the

, and neighboring pixels are considered to validate the

current pixel as belonging to an edge. The following criteria are used to classify each
pixel in the image where each angle is quantized to 0° , 45° , 135° , 90° , 45° , 135° and
the pixel


,

If
∈



,

|
|

,

∈

|

,

,

1,

1,

1 ,

,

1,

1

1,

1

90° ,
,

,

1 ,

,

,

1

45° , 135° ,

,

If

1,
45° , 135° ,

,

If
∈



|

0,

,

If
∈



∈ .

belonging to the set of edge pixels is denoted as

,

1,

1 ,

,

The resulting set of edge pixels, , represents a binary image called thin edges. Two
additional passes through

is conducted where two thresholds are used to produce the

final edge map. The first pass traces edge pixels while maintaining edge pixels above the
high threshold and connected to an edge. It is conceivable that there will be identified
edge pixels with a large gradient magnitude, however if these pixels are not connected to
an edge, they are discarded. Similarly, a second pass is performed to eliminate any edge
pixel below the low threshold. This process is known as edge trace hysteresis.
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Edge trace hysteresis has the distinct disadvantage of using thresholds which cannot
be generalized for all images; therefore the proposed registration method adopts a similar
method as discussed in [75]. Let

,

denote a grayscale image. Then the thresholds

used are calculated from the following,
2 ∑ ∑
∗
| ,
3

,
|

(5.20)

4 ∑ ∑
∗
| ,
3

,
|

(5.21)

Fig. 5.6 provides an example image and its corresponding Canny edge map that was
generated using the Gaussian filter in 5-15 and the Canny hysteresis thresholds (5.20) and
(5.21).

a. Original reference (left) and query (right) images
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b. Canny edge maps for reference (left) and query (right) images

Fig. 5.6 Example original (a) and calculated Canny edge maps (b)

5.1.2.2. Morphological Operations

Mathematical morphology operators in image processing are used to describe
portions of the image using shapes instead of individual pixels. The operators are applied
using set theory and can all be decomposed into two basic operations, erosion and
dilation [76,77]. While many applications apply morphology to binary images, their uses
have since been extrapolated to grayscale and color imaging.

For the proposed coarse registration phase, morphological operations are applied to
the image edge maps that are used for rotational estimation. They are used such that
major features of an image, such as the side of a building or a major roadway, are
preserved while smaller features that may negatively affect the registration outcome are
removed. The aim of the operators is to reduce the image to a few large distinct features
instead of many small features, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6b.
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osion
5.1.2.2.1. Ero

The erossion operator is used to
o remove eleements from
m an image, using a speecific
sttructuring ellement, wheere a structu
uring elemennt is a smalll pattern of pixels usedd as a
teemplate kern
nel. Stated formally,
f
thee pixel at

,

is the m
minimum vaalue of all ppixels

co
ontained witthin the stru
ucturing elem
ment that is ccentered at

,

. If wee let

reprresent

th
he structuring element, and
a
denote the binary im
mage, erosioon can be deefined as,

⊖

min
,

∈

|

⊂

((5.22)

To proviide an exam
mple, let the structuring eelement be a 3 3 blockk depicted inn Fig.
b
image is given in
n Fig. 5.7b. The result ffrom the erossion of by
5.7a and the binary

is

hown in Fig. 5.7c wheree the elementts removed ffrom are iddentified by red elementts and
sh
th
he center of the structuriing element is denoted inn green. Thee resulting im
mage is provvided
in
n Fig. 5.7d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e
used
u
by the eerosion operrator, (b) binnary image , (c)
Fig. 5.7 (a) Structuring element
illlustration id
dentifying th
he image elem
ments removved by the ooperator, andd (d) the resuulting
imag
ge after erosiion by
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5.1.2.2.2. Dilation

The conv
verse to erossion is dilation. This m
morphologicaal operator iis utilized too add
a image using a predefiined structurral pattern,
ellements to an

. The pixxel at

,

iis the

maximum
m
vaalue of all pixels contain
ned within thhe structurinng element thhat is centerred at
,

. If we let

reprresent the sttructuring ellement, andd

denote thhe binary im
mage,

dilation is deffined as follo
ows,

⊕

max
,

∈

|

⊂

((5.23)

Fig. 5.8 is provided as an exam
mple of the dilation opeeration wherre the structturing
ellement,

is a 3 3 paattern. Elem
ments denoteed in blue inndicate an eelement thatt was

ad
dded to the image,
i
and the
t center off the structurring elementt is shown inn green, whille the
fiinal represen
ntation is giv
ven in Fig. 5..8d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Fig.
F 5.8 (a) Structuring
S
element
e
used
u
by the ddilation operrator, (b) binnary image , (c)
illustration identifying the
t image ellements addeed by the operator, and ((d) the resultting
image after dilatiion by

d be noted that
t
the opeerator definittions in (5.112) and (5.112) state thaat the
It should
ellements of

are only affected
a
by the structurring pattern if the struccturing patteern is
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ompletely co
ontained witthin . Due to
t the origin of the struccturing elemeent being deefined
co
ass the centerr, the borderr elements in
i the previoous examplees are not cconsidered aas the
en
ntire structurring elementt is not a sub
bset of .

orphologicall Close
5.1.2.2.3. Mo

The fund
damental morphologica
m
al operators,, erosion annd dilation, can be useed to
define other useful operrators. Morrphological close is succh an operaator that invvolves
dilation follow
wed by erosiion. Formallly defined, tthe close opeeration
,

,

⊕

⊝

is,

.

((5.24)

The close operator can
c be leveraaged to mainntain the genneral shape of a group w
while
s
disjoin
nt regions within
w
the shhape. Fig. 55.9 gives ann example oof the
elliminating small
cllosing operaation while using
u
structurring elementts

a.

b.

c.

and

, where

d.

.

e.

Fig. 5.9 (a) Structuring
g elements,
and , (bb) binary im
mage , (c) diilation of , ((d)
erosion of dilated , an
nd (e) resultin
ng binary im
mage from diilation follow
wed by erosiion

wever
As seen in Fig. 5.9e, the generaal shape of thhe original iimage is preeserved, how
he shape did become smaller
s
in the
t process,, therefore iin the propposed system
m the
th
morphologica
m
al operationss performed are closingg followed ddilation. The operation,

, in
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equation (5.25) will preserve the main objects in an image while eliminating disjoint
internal regions and external nubs. An example canny edge map is given in Fig. 5.10a
along with the resulting binary image from applying the
,

,

⊕

a.

b.

⊝

,

,

⊕

.

operator.

(5.25)

c.

Fig. 5.10 (a) Original canny edge map, (b) binary image after closing operation, and (c)
binary image after dilating closed image according to
, ,

5.1.2.3. Log-Polar Representation

An image in the spatial domain,
,

,

is related to an image in the log-polar domain,

using the following transform,

log

(5.26)

tan

(5.27)

Log-polar representation allows the recovery of scale and rotation parameters while
exploiting frequency domain analysis. In the proposed coarse registration method, the
altered canny edge map’s coordinates are transformed to polar coordinates while using
bilinear interpolation.

The derived edge maps accurately model the shapes of the
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dominant objects within a particular scene while suppressing potential details which may
negatively affect the frequency domain analysis.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 5.11 (a) Original image, (b) image edge map after morphological operations, and (c)
log-polar edge map

5.2. Registration Evaluation

After the coarse registration stage and subsequent registration attempts, the
registered query image is compared to the original query image in order to determine the
effectiveness of that particular registration approach. The hypothesis is that an image’s
color histograms should be similar before and after registration. For images in the RGB
color space, there are three histograms associated with the image. Each color channel’s
histogram consists of 256 bins while each distribution is normalized. The normalized
histogram for an arbitrary color channel is given in (5.28) while an example set of
histograms for a query image and correctly registered query image is given in Fig. 5.12,
while Fig. 5.13 provides example histograms for a query image and an incorrect
registration of the same image.
∑

,

|
|

,
,

|
|

(5.28)
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Let
channel

and

represent the histograms of images 1 and 2, respectively, for color

. Then the similarity between the two images for an arbitrary 8-bit color

channel, , is defined as,

(5.29)

Evaluating two color images in the RGB color space requires the calculation of three
similarity scores; therefore the proposed registration verification method imposes a
threshold that is the sum of the three histogram scores.

(5.30)

Through experimentation, it has been determined that a value of 0.15 for
fair trade-off between registration false acceptance and rejection.

a.

d.

offers a
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b.

e.

c.

f.

Fig. 5.12 (a-c) R,G, and B histograms for original query image, (d-f) R,G, and B
histograms for accurately registered query image
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a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Fig. 5.13 (a-c) R,G, and B histograms for original query image. (d-f) R,G, and B
histograms for inaccurately registered query image
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ood Graph--based Regi on Descripttor Registraation
5.3. Limited Neighborho

The prop
posed systeem uses an initial regiistration step to improve feature point
matching
m
acccuracy and subsequent control poinnt identificaation. If thhe log-polar FFT
reegistration sttep is surmissed to be valid, a registrration attemppt is perform
med involvinng the
prroposed graaph-based region descrip
ptor within a localized neighborhoood. This lim
mited
window
w
meth
hod is summ
marized in Fig
g. 5.14.

Fig.
F 5.14 Prop
posed limiteed neighborhhood graph-bbased registrration

Invariantt feature points are extraacted from tthe original rreference im
mage and thee logpolar FFT reegistered queery image. For this w
work, k-meanns clusteringg is exploitted to
id
dentify graph
h nodes from
m their spattial relationsships, as outtlined in Secction 3.2.1.22, and
th
he graph is constructed
c
by using Diijkstra’s shoortest path aalgorithm thaat is discusssed in
Section 3.2.2.1. Given a graph of
where
w

,

invariant feeature points,

specifies th
he location of
o

,

,…,

,

, the ceentroid of thhe graph is deefined as,
∑

,

∑

((5.31)

In the proposed
p
lim
mited neigh
hborhood reggistration aapproach, feeature points are
matched
m
utiliizing a smalll search spaace of the qquery image that is deteermined from
m the
ceentroid of th
he graph-bassed region descriptor
d
in the referencce image. T
The search raadius,
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is defined to be 20 pix
xels, as illusttrated in Fig . 5.15. Provvided a graphh in the referrence
im
mage with centroid
c
at

,

, the subset of query graphs,

, that are ttested

ag
gainst the reference grap
ph is defined
d as,
|‖

Reference Image

‖

,

⊂

((5.32)

Query Image

Fig. 5.15 Liimited search
h neighborhood where thhe red squarre representss the centroidd of
the reference graph whille green dotss denote cenntroids of graaphs in the qquery image that
lie with
hin the searcch window

The reeference graaph is then compared
c
too all graphs in the set,

, where thhe set

with
w smallestt score is ch
hosen as a match
m
if the ratio betweeen the best and secondd best
matches
m
is less than 0.85. For each matched
m
paiir, the centrooids are acknnowledged aas the
co
ontrol pointss for subseq
quent transfo
ormation parrameter estim
mation usingg the direct llinear
trransform. Fig.
F 5.16 giv
ves an exam
mple of matcched featuress that use thhe log-polarr FFT
reegistration and
a
the pro
oposed grap
ph-based region descriiptor with a limited search
window.
w
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Fig.
F 5.16 Refference imag
ge (left) and query imagee (right) withh matched reegion descripptors

5.4. Feature--based Registration witth Coarse A
Area Search
h

The seco
ond registrattion approach couples inntensity andd feature-based approachhes to
gistration con
ntrol points. This methhod is attemp
mpted if eitheer the
acccurately deetermine reg
in
nitial coarsee registration
n or the lim
mited neighbborhood reggistration faiils the histoogram
co
omparison. An overview
w of the approach is provvided in Figg. 5.17.

Fiig. 5.17 Prop
posed intensity and featuure-based reggistration m
method

Using th
he original reeference and
d query imaages, the queery image iss segmentedd into
segmen
nts. Each seegment is compared
c
too the entire reference iimage throuugh a
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sliding window. For each comparison, the normalized cross correlation metric is used to
associate a similarity score with the two image patches. The normalized cross-correlation
equation is given as,
1
∗

̅ ∗

,

(5.33)

,

∈

the query image, whereas ̅ and ̅ are the means of

,

and

̅

,

,

where

,

,

is the grayscale reference image,

denote the standard deviation of pixel intensities for

is the image patch from
and

,

,

and

, respectively.
,

.

For the proposed registration system, the query image is segmented such that each
segment is 50 pixels wide and 50 pixels tall. Of all the matched pairs, the set of images
with the 8 lowest scores are chosen for feature point matching, unless the total number of
patches is less than 8 in which case all matched pairs are utilized.

Invariant feature points are then extracted and matched on a matched-pair basis,
independent of any other patches.

The proposed method exploits the symmetric

matching scheme discussed in section 4.2 to ensure a one-to-one mapping of feature
points. The set of matched feature points is then used as the set of control points for the
direct linear transform. This process is shown in Fig. 5.18.

a. Matched image patches from the reference image (top row) and query image (bottom
row)
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b. Identiffied control points
p
using
g SURF featuure points annd initial coaarse templatee
matchingg

Fig. 5.18 Example
E
mattched images patches annd identified registration control poinnts

based Region Descripto
or Registrattion
5.5. Graph-b

If the co
omprehensive registratio
on approach produces an inaccuratee result, the final
t proposedd graph-baseed region desscriptor withhout a
atttempt to perrform registrration uses the
liimitation of the
t search sp
pace. A bru
ute force mattching schem
me is executeed on the oriiginal
reeference and
d query imaages. The entire
e
proceess is summ
marized in F
Fig. 5.19 witth an
ex
xample set of
o matched graph-based
g
region descrriptors in Figg. 5.20.

Fig. 5.19 Overview
O
of proposed
p
reg
gistration tecchnique usinng unrestricted matchingg of
graph-b
based region descriptors
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Fig. 5.20 Example matches using the unrestricted graph-based region descriptor matching
method

5.6. Alternate Invariant Feature Points

The proposed methodologies thus far have cited invariant feature points as the basis
for the graph-based region descriptor and comprehensive registration approach. More
specifically, the examples and discussion outline the processes using SURF feature
points; however the described framework is also capable of utilizing other invariant
feature points. This section examines the Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoint
(BRISK) as an alternative to SURF. A detailed summary of the binary descriptor can be
found in Section 2.2.1.4.

BRISK offers several advantages over SURF which suggests the descriptor should
be considered for the proposed methodology. The structure of the descriptor consists of a
bit-string that reduces the amount of space required to store the descriptor and greatly
reduces the latency for comparing two descriptors. Moreover, the authors in [50] indicate
comparable matching accuracy when compared to SURF while decreasing computation
by an entire magnitude of time for some scenarios.
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5.6.1. Limited Window Graph-based Registration with BRISK

Feature point detection can be based on any detector, however the authors in [50]
propose the use of FAST which is a corner detector based on decision trees and nonmaximal suppression. Clustering is performed using a Gaussian-based k-means method,
as summarized in 3.2.2.1.

In order to create the graphs, a modified approach needs to be defined for identifying
the initial node and for comparing nodes within a graph. While using SURF feature
points, the initial node is determined as the node with the least distance to the average
value of all nodes within a particular cluster. This idea is extended to BRISK by defining
a descriptor that represents all descriptors within a group. The majority vote descriptor
(MVD) is a 512-bit string defined as,
,

Given a cluster of

,…,

.

(5.34)

feature points that belong to the same cluster,

we denote bit of the majority vote descriptor as
. Then bit of

,

,…,

,

and bit of feature point

as

can be formulated as follows,

1

2

(5.34)

0
Descriptor comparison is accomplished using the Hamming distance that is defined
as number of set bits from the bit-string result of a bit-wise XOR operation on two
descriptors. Given two descriptor bit-strings,
used to define the following Hamming distance.

and

, the XOR result,

⊗

, is
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(5.35)

Using both the MVD for each cluster and the Hamming distance similarity metric,
the graphs are constructed using the same greedy algorithm that is proposed in Section
5.3. Similarly, the matching process relies on the Hamming distance score instead of the
Euclidean distance calculation. More specifically, the proposed similarity score for
comparing two graphs, stated in equation (3.23), can be revised to reflect the Hamming
distance.
∑|

|

(5.36)

| |
,
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where

,

is the Hamming distance between descriptors

(5.37)

and

, and

is the

normalized Hamming score for two descriptors.
5.6.2. Comprehensive Registration with BRISK

The comprehensive registration method also requires little modification to utilize the
BRISK descriptor.

A coarse search is still performed using the normalized cross-

correlation template matching scheme. Feature point detection is achieved with the
FAST corner detector.

While the symmetric matching scheme is coupled with the

Hamming distance metric for robust one-to-one feature point matching.
5.6.3. Unrestricted Graph-based Registration with BRISK

The unrestricted graph-based registration approach is altered in the same fashion as
the limited neighborhood graph-based registration method. Feature point detection is
accomplished through the FAST corner detector while a Gaussian-based k-means
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algorithm is exploited for feature point clustering.

A majority vote descriptor is

calculated in order to identify the initial node for the graph creation process. The knearest neighbor method to determine the shortest-path is coupled with the
Hamming distance to provide the basis in which the graphs are created. Lastly, an
exhaustive search is performed to match graphs across images using the similarity score
proposed in equation 5-36.
5.7. Summary

In this section a multi-stage image registration process is proposed. An initial coarse
registration is attempted using the log-polar Fourier registration approach with image
edge maps. The resulting registration is judged by the color histograms before and after
registration. If deemed accurate, a limited search window with the proposed graph-based
region descriptor is utilized. The registration results are again verified through color
histograms.

If the limited window approach fails, a comprehensive method, which

couples an intensity-based coarse search and feature-based fine search for suitable
registration control points, is pursued. Finally, if the comprehensive method is
determined to be inaccurate, a broad search exclusively using the proposed graph-based
region descriptor is conducted. Lastly, a thoroughly analysis is presented on an
alternative invariant feature point which forms the basis of the proposed methods.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following sections, the results from each significant phases of the method
outlined in Chapter 5 are presented and discussed. Furthermore, the outcome of the
overall proposed approach is provided for a test databases that consists of 41 image pairs
of scenes before and after a disaster. The database is composed of aerial images and
images depicting urban scenes. Additionally, a second database consisting of additional
buildings for varying viewpoints as well as a set of general objects from the Amsterdam
Object Library [72], is used to prove viability of the proposed methods to other
applications.

Lastly, performance benefits realized from a GPU implementation is

discussed.

6.1. Initial Coarse Registration

The initial phase correlation registration task attempts to recover translation and
rotation parameters from the cross power spectrum of two images. In order to analyze
the effectiveness of the transformation parameter estimation, the reference image from
each image pair is rotated between 1° and 180° , in 1° increments. The rotated reference
image is then registered to the original reference image. The root mean square error
(RMSE) is calculated for each image set according to,

1

,

(6.1)
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where
w

is the number off iterations (1
180),

is thhe -th expeccted value, aand

is the -th

measured
m
value.

In the prroposed apprroach, the ro
otation param
meter is estiimated usingg the Canny edge
maps
m
for a given
g
imagee pair. The edge mapss are shownn to be morre accurate w
when
determining the
t rotation between tw
wo images aas shown in the comparrison of Fig. 6.1.
The
T graphs depict
d
the RM
MSE versus angle of rottation for booth the edge map compaarison
an
nd the origin
nal image co
omparison. For each anngle in the rrange 1° to 180° , the R
RMSE
was
w calculateed for each of
o the 41 imaage pairs. Thhe average R
RMSE usingg the Canny edge
maps
m
and av
verage RMSE using thee original im
mages, is prrovided beloow. It is cllearly
reealized that the
t edge map
p is superiorr for rotationn estimation.

Fig. 6.1 RMSE
R
for rottation angless ranging froom 1° to 180
0°
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Similarly
y, a set of controlled traanslations iss applied to the originall reference im
mage
without
w
any rotational
r
altteration to prroduce a groound truth. T
The translatiions exploiteed are
alll combinations of 1-50 pixels in thee x-directionn and 1-50 ppixels in the y-direction. The
RMSE
R
for x and y transslations is viisualized in Fig. 6.2. IIt is apparennt that the uuse of
Canny
C
edge maps
m
do nott offer any advantages
a
oover using thhe original im
mages directly to
reecover the translation
t
estimation,
e
therefore
t
thee proposed approach fiirst estimatees the
ro
otation from
m the down saampled edgee maps then the translatiion parameteers are calcuulated
frrom the dow
wn sampled
d original im
mages. Fig . 6.2 was ggenerated byy calculatingg the
av
verage RMS
SE for all 250
00 combinattions for eacch of the 41 iimage sets.

Fig. 6.2 Aveerage RMSE
E for all com
mbinations off x and y trannslation from
m 1 to 50 pixxels

The coarrse registratiion results are
a provided in Fig. 6.3 through Figg. 6.5, wheree Fig.
6.3 and Fig. 6.4
6 depicts an
a accurate registration
r
while Fig. 66.5 providess an examplee of a
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poor coarse registration. The poor coarse registration can be attributed to large variations
in image content between the reference and query image. In the provided example, a
large fire is present in the query image. This obstruction negatively affects the rotational
estimation. In an ideal situation, the coarse registration is most advantageous if only
geometric variations are present, whereas photometric variations such as obstructions or
large amounts of noise adversely affect the results. Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 show images
that vary in lighting conditions; however, the edge maps are similar enough that the
translation and rotation parameters are easily recovered.

a. Original reference image
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b. Original query image

c. Registered query image after phase correlation with Canny edge maps

Fig. 6.3 Coarsely registered images from an aerial view of a natural scene
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a. Original reference image

b. Original query image
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c. Registered query image after phase correlation with Canny edge maps

Fig. 6.4 Coarsely registered images from an aerial view of structural content

a. Original reference image
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b. Original query image

c. Coarsely registered query image.

Fig. 6.5 Failed coarse registration of an urban scene
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6.2. Limited Window Graph-based Region Descriptor Registration

The limited window graph-based region descriptor registration approach exploits the
results of the log-polar phase correlation registration. If the coarse registration step is
validated using the color histograms, as discussed in Section 5.2, invariant feature point
clusters are used as a basis for forming k nearest neighbor (k-NN) shortest distance
graphs, where

1.

The registration technique’s success is directly related to the

matching of the graph-based region descriptors. Since the coarse registration is verified
to be accurate, the search space for matching graphs is greatly reduced.

Fig. 6.6

illustrates several examples of matched region descriptors.

The examples shown in Fig. 6.6 provide evidence supporting the broad applications
in which the proposed region descriptor can offer accurate feature matching. Each
example shows the reference image on the left while the query image is provided on the
right. The detected graph-based region features are identified with red bounding boxes
while the green lines illustrate the matched pairs across images. Fig. 6.6a gives an
example of an aerial image with partial occlusion of a natural scene, while Fig. 6.6b and
Fig. 6.6c are examples of an aerial view of residential building and of an urban scene,
respectively. The region descriptor is shown to provide accurate matches for all three
scenarios when both geometric and photometric differences exist between images.
Furthermore, visual inspection indicates high matching accuracy as observed by the
parallel relationship between green lines.
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a. Region descriptor matching on an aerial image with photometric variation

b. Region descriptor matching on an aerial image with geometric variation
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c. Region descriptor matching on an urban scene with geometric variation and obtrusion

Fig. 6.6 Example region descriptor matching results

For the given test database, 65.8% of the image sets rely on the limited window
region descriptor registration technique.

Several examples of successful registration

utilizing the initial coarse registration and limited window region descriptor approach are
given in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. The first example is an aerial view of commercial
structures that include content differences due to obstruction and lighting variations,
while the second example is another aerial view of a residential area. Both examples are
successfully registered using the limited window region descriptor method.

a. Original reference image
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b. Original query image

c. Registered query image using limited search window technique

Fig. 6.7 An aerial view of structural images with large differences in pixel intensities
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a. Original reference image

b. Original query image
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c. Registered query image using limited search window technique, depicting an aerial
view of residential structures

Fig. 6.8 Residential registration example using the limited window region descriptor
method

6.3. SURF-based Registration with Coarse Template Matching

If the initial coarse registration or limited window registration approach produces
invalid results, as determined by the histogram comparisons, a coarse template search is
conducted using the normalized cross correlation metric to determine similar image
regions. Each pair of matched regions is then matched locally using invariant feature
points. For the proposed method, SURF feature points provide the basis for control point
identification where a symmetric matching scheme is exploited. The following figure
illustrates two examples of image sets that utilized the SURF matching with coarse initial
template matching. Of the entire test database, 12.2% of the image sets were registered
using the SURF feature points directly after identifying similar image patches through the
use of the normalized cross-correlation metric. Fig. 6.9 shows a successful registration of
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an aerial view of natural content. Pixel intensities vary slightly while the image content
is from a different viewpoint. Fig. 6.10 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
method with a street view perspective of a building that has sustained significant damage.
Although the textural properties are similar, large geometric differences are present due
to the devastating effects of an earthquake. In both examples of Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10,
the original reference image is shown, along with the SURF matches and registered query
image. The image depicting the feature point matches contains the query image on the
left and reference image on the right where the matched points are connected through
colored lines.

a. Original reference image
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b. Matched SURF feature points

c. Registered query image using SURF feature points

Fig. 6.9 Aerial image registered using NCC template matching and SURF
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a. Original reference image

b. Matched SURF feature points
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c. Registered query image

Fig. 6.10 Street view of a registered building using NCC template matching and SURF

6.4. Unrestricted Graph-based Region Descriptor Registration

In the last mode of the proposed method, an unrestricted search is performed to
match the proposed graph-based region descriptor. The resulting matching pairs are used
as the basis for control point identification. This approach is only attempted if the
previous two methods are determined to yield incorrect registrations. The remaining
22% of the test sets utilized the unrestricted technique. Registration results are shown in
the following, Fig. Fig. 6.11 through Fig. 6.14.

Fig. 6.11 provides an example image set that is very similar geometrically yet varies
greatly in pixel intensity. Additionally, the features within Fig. 6.11a are not as clearly
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defined due to the poor quality of the image. This example demonstrates the value of the
proposed approach in the scenario in which the two images vary in image quality.

In Fig. 6.12, the unlimited window search method is utilized to successfully register
street view images of a building before and during a fire. The fire and subsequent smoke
provide significant obstruction in the query image. Moreover, the images were captured
at different times and therefore from different perspectives. This example exhibits the
proposed approach’s robustness for street view scenes during a disaster.

The example provided in Fig. 6.13 depicts the effectiveness of the proposed
approach as applied to an aerial view of a residential area after a devastating fire.
Lighting conditions differences are minimal; however image content differs immensely
due to the fire damaged houses and overall scale of the image. This instance shows how
the proposed method can be successful for images of different scales.

Lastly, the example shown in Fig. 6.14 is another street view building where the
structure of the building in the query image contrasts from the original image as a result
of the damage sustained from a riot. Approximately 50% of the query image differs from
the reference, however the proposed region descriptor successfully identified suitable
control points for registration.
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a. Original reference image

b. Registered query image

Fig. 6.11 Registration of an aerial view of a natural scene
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a. Original reference image

b. Registered query image

Fig. 6.12 Registration of a street view building during a disaster
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a. Original reference image

b. Registered query image

Fig. 6.13 Registration of an aerial view of a residential area greatly affected by fire
damage
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a. Original reference image

b. Registered query image

Fig. 6.14 Registration of a street view building after significant damage has been
sustained during a riot
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6.5. Overall Results

As another baseline for comparison, the mutual information metric was used to
determine the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm as demonstrated in [66]. The
function is optimally 1.0 when two images are identical and therefore must be maximized
for accurate registration. For comparison, the reference image and query image are
converted to grayscale while the MI score is calculated from (6.2).
,

where

,

is the entropy measure for image x and

images x and y.

and

,

,

(6.2)

,

is the joint entropy of

,
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, is estimated from the intensity histogram of

is calculated from the joint histogram of images

and

.

For each set of matched image pairs, the mutual information score was calculated for
the original reference image and the original query image. These scores are denoted in
blue in Fig. 6.15.

Similarly, the mutual information score was calculated for the

reference image and the registered query image and is indicated in red. As illustrated,
92.7% of the query images produced a larger mutual information score after applying the
proposed registration technique. The bar graph of Fig. 6.15a illustrates the percent
change in mutual information when comparing the metric before and after registration.
This visual representation confirms that the registered images improved the score for
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nt increase in
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fter the propoosed registraation methodd
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b.
b Mutual infformation sccore for com
mparing refereence and quuery images ((blue), as weell as
reference and registered qquery imagess (red)

Fig.. 6.15 Mutuaal informatio
on comparisoons before annd after regiistration

The test set was seg
gmented intto three classses where class 1 represent the sset of
im
mages that are
a ideally registered
r
ussing the lim
mited window
w method, w
while class 2 and
cllass 3 are image sets accurately registered using the comprehenssive methodd and
un
nlimited seaarch window
w technique, respectively
r
y. The mutuaal informatioon scores forr each
cllass using eaach approach
h is summarrized in Tablle 6.1. As shhown, the muutual inform
mation
sccore is maxiimized for a particular class
c
using thhe proposedd method. M
Moreover, whhen a
different apprroach is attem
mpted, the mutual
m
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mation is shhown to be leess than the score
generated fro
om the ideal approach
h.

Table 66.1 indicatees the propoosed registrration
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methodology is effective for a wider range of applications than if a single approach is
used. Moreover, the overall mutual information score using the registered query image
from any of the proposed methods is observed to be greater than the score without
registration in 92.7% of the tested cases. It is for the class 1 and class 2 test sets, a higher
mutual information score observed using the unlimited search approach, however this is
coupled with significant latencies associated with an exhaustive search.

A summary of the mutual information distribution over the entire test set is provided
in Table 6.2 where the average mutual information scores for a common intensity-based
registration approach and feature-based registration method are presented for comparison.
The intensity-based approach employs the least-squares similarity metric while the
feature-based registration method detects and matches SURF keypoints which are used
with RANSAC to identify registration control points.

Table 6.2 offers strong evidence of the proposed region descriptor’s effectiveness for
identifying suitable registration control points. The table shows that the proposed method
increased the mutual information to an average score of 0.46 for the test set, which is an
increase of 61.24% over the score using the original reference and query images. Using
the common registration approaches as a baseline, the proposed registration approach
outperforms the SURF-based registration by 155.5% and the least-squares method by
12.2%.

Table 6.1 Mutual information scores per class compared to traditional intensity and
feature-based approaches

Mutual Information Per Classes

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Intensity‐based Feature‐based Limited Window Comprehensive
No Registration Registration
Registration Registration
Registration
0.301
0.480
0.178
0.512
0.401
0.275
0.415
0.208
0.01
0.440
0.284
0.343
0.156
0.102
0.078

Unlimited
Search
Registration
0.508
0.217
0.428
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Table 6.2 Overall average mutual information or proposed registration method compared
to no registration as well as intensity and feature-based registration approaches for entire
the test set

Mutual Information Comparisons
I(Ref;Qry) I(Ref;Intensity) I(Ref;Feature) I(Ref;Proposed)
Average
0.29
0.41
0.18
0.46
Std Deviation
0.17
0.20
0.21
0.16

6.5.1. Class 1 Result Comparisons

The subset of test images categorized as class 1 was registered using the limited
window search approach with the proposed graph-based region descriptors. It is seen that
this registration approach worked well in scenarios where content differences between
the images are minimized. Such content differences could include object obstruction in
an urban landscape or severe damage from a natural disaster. However, the limited
window registration approach is shown to be robust in images with photometric
variations such as differences in lighting conditions. Additionally, the class 1 image set
provides evidence that the proposed registration technique is robust in scenarios with
translation and rotational differences.

When compared to a common intensity-based method, the proposed method is
shown to provide better registration where Fig. 6.16 illustrates one example. The average
mutual information score reported in Table 6.1 also indicates the proposed limited
window method is superior to the intensity-based method. Similarly, the registration
results of the feature-based approach are shown to be inaccurate as compared to the
proposed technique. For the example depicted in Fig. 6.16d, the set of matched features
contained many outliers that adversely affected the parameter estimation, which can be
attributed to the discriminative characteristics of the SURF descriptor in natural scenes.
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a. Original reference image

b. Original query image
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c. Registered query image using an intensity-based approach

d. Registered query image using a feature-based approach
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e. Registered query image using the limited window registration technique
Fig. 6.16 Example class 1 registration results comparing the proposed method to common
intensity and feature-based methods

6.5.2. Class 2 Result Comparisons

Approximately 12.2% of the test set relied on the comprehensive registration
technique. This class of images is observed to be robust in situations involving content
differences and photometric variation; however, this proposed approach is adversely
affected by large perspective and rotational differences. Because the proposed method
first identifies the ten best similar image regions before symmetric feature matching,
content differences between images are ignored. The ability for the method to disregard
content differences increases the probability that the registration will be accurate. One
example of the comprehensive approach outperforming typical intensity and featurebased approaches is given in Fig. 6.17 and Table 6.1.
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a. Original reference image

b. Original query image
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c. Registered query image using an intensity-based approach

d. Registered query image using a feature-based approach
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e. Registered query image using the comprehensive registration technique
Fig. 6.17 Example class 2 registration results comparing the proposed method to common
intensity and feature-based methods

6.5.3. Class 3 Result Comparisons

The set of class 3 images were found to rely on the exhaustive search registration
technique with the proposed graph-based region descriptors. This method was employed
if the coarse registration, limited window registration and comprehensive registration
approaches were detected to be invalid through the proposed color histogram comparison
method.

This proposed registration method is observed to be robust in situations

involving larger translation and rotational differences as well as photometric variations
such as dissimilar illumination characteristics. The typical intensity and feature-based
approaches exhibited lower mutual information scores for this class of images, as shown
in Table 6.1, while Fig. 6.18 provides one example where the proposed technique
outperforms the typical methods.
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a. Original reference image

b. Original query image
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c. Registered query image using an intensity-based approach

d. Registered query image using a feature-based approach
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e. Registered query image using the exhaustive search registration with the proposed
graph-based region descriptors

Fig. 6.18 Example class 3 registration results comparing the proposed method to common
intensity and feature-based methods

6.6. GPU Implementation Considerations

The average execution times for the limited window region descriptor registration
method, SURF registration with initial NCC coarse search, and unrestricted region
descriptor registration approaches are 5.82s, 5.7s, and 10.6s, respectively. The K-means
clustering and graph matching scheme incur the largest latencies in the sequential
implementation.

These tasks, along with feature point detection, Canny edge map

creation, log-polar registration, and direct linear transform, can all benefit greatly from a
parallel implementation on a GPU.

From the results of recent literature in related

applications [78-83], it can be deduced that the following potential speedups in Table 6.3
are feasible on a current NVidia GPU. The estimated log-polar registration speedup is
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primarily determined by the reported speedup of the Canny edge detection on a GPU.
Unfortunately the Canny edge detection speedup is not as efficient as the other tasks
considered, however the average execution time for the sequential version of log polar
registration is 82.3ms with a preprocessing step of down sampling.

Table 6.3 Estimated speedup factors on a GPU

Task
SURF
Clustering
Log Polar
Registration
Graph
Matching
Template
Matching

Speedup
46
40
3.43
32
137.9

Using the estimated speedups, the inferred average execution times are calculated to
be 172ms, 114ms, and 428ms, with overall speedups, 33.8, 50.9, and 24.77, respectively.
A complete analysis of the proposed method’s time complexity along with GPU time
estimations can be found in Appendix A.

6.7. Summary

In this chapter, individual results are provided for the proposed coarse registration
using the Canny edge maps, the limited window region descriptor registration approach,
registration with SURF feature points utilizing normalized cross-correlation template
matching, and unrestricted region descriptor matching registration. Overall results that
use the mutual information metric show the viability of the proposed methods in
situations with large photometric and geometric variations. Moreover, the proposed
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method is shown to be effective in urban scenes with large obstructions. Lastly, the
average execution time is discussed along with estimated speedups resulting in a GPUbased implementation.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. Conclusions
In this thesis a novel multi-stage registration process is proposed which utilizes an
effective graph-based region descriptor.

The proposed approach attempts several

methods for registration while evaluating each registration result between stages. This
approach is shown to be a viable solution for registering images of scenes before and
after a disaster.

In such a scenario, the images to be registered may exhibit great

variation in photometric and geometric characteristics.
The proposed method attempts an initial coarse registration, by estimating the
translation and rotation parameters that relate two images, exploiting the shift properties
of the image’s Fourier transforms. The cross-correlation spectrum is calculated from the
original images while rotation is estimated by first calculating the image’s edge maps
then converting the edge map images to the log-polar domain. The cross-correlation
matrix derived from the log-polar edge maps is employed to estimate the rotation
parameters. It is shown that the root mean square error (RMSE), calculated between the
recovered rotation angle and expected angle, is lower when using the Canny edge maps
and morphological operators for angles between 1° and 180° . Furthermore, the RMSE is
shown to be consistent when estimating the translation offsets, regardless of whether or
not the edge maps are utilized. Although the utilization of edge maps improves the
original phase correlation method, there still exists room to improve the registration.
Experimental results show that an RMSE of 4° is realized for angle differences of 180° .
Similarly, the translational RMSE is shown to be approximately 30 pixels.
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This work proposes an efficient measure for registration accuracy.

The color

histograms of the registered image are compared to the histograms of the original query
image, where three comparisons are made, one for each of the color channels in the RGB
color space. The hypothesis is that the color channel histograms are similar between the
registered and original query images.

This method is shown to be an effective

determinant of successful registration and drives the proposed multi-stage registration
process.

If the initial coarse registration step is determined to be successful, a novel proposed
graph-based region descriptor is utilized within a limited search window to determine
suitable control points for registration. The proposed region descriptor is extracted from
the original reference image and the coarsely registered query image. These graphs are
then matched across images, but within a specific boundary which is shown to greatly
improve performance and accuracy.

The proposed region descriptor is structured from groups of invariant feature points.
Two methods are proposed for combining the feature points. The first method considers
the color characteristics as well as the spatial relationships between feature points where
a two pass process is executed. The alternative method is a modified K-means clustering
algorithm that is employed to collect the feature points based on their spatial relations.
Due to the potential large variation in photometric properties of a scene or object from
the effects of a natural disaster, reliance on color properties is not ideal; therefore the Kmeans approach is shown to be superior for the test cases. The additional computational
complexity incurred by the K-means algorithm is justified through a higher rate of
successful registrations.

Clusters of invariant feature points are used as the basis for creating the graph-based
region descriptor, where the keypoints represent the nodes of the graph and the edges of
the graph are determined using a shortest path algorithm. As a preprocessing step,
feature points whose descriptors overlap are initially removed.

Then the k-nearest
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neighbor (k-NN) graph is structured as the shortest path from an initial node to all other
nodes, where k = 1. The initial node is chosen as the node whose descriptor is most
similar to the average descriptor value for all nodes in that particular cluster. Two graphs
are compared using the proposed similarity metric that couples descriptor characteristics
and spatial features. Graph structure is compared using the angles between consecutive
edges and the angles between every other edge. These angles form the angle descriptor
for the proposed region descriptor where comparisons are efficiently evaluated by
converting the angles to the Binary Angle Measure (BAM) then encoding the BAM
representation using the gray code. This form allows for a low latency assessment using
the Hamilton distance.

Experimental results validate the matching ability of the proposed region descriptor.
It is shown that the graph-based descriptor provided a higher matching rate than SIFT,
SURF and BRISK for most scenarios in the test set. The proposed region descriptor is
shown to be effective in scenarios that exhibit large variation in pixel intensities and
structural differences. Moreover, the proposed descriptor is shown to identify image
features within urban scenes and general objects.

When the coarse registration or limited window approach fails, the proposed method
identifies similar image regions between the reference and query images.

The

normalized cross-correlation function acts as the basis for template matching where
patches from the query image are compared to a sliding window in the reference image.
The best matched image patches serve as the basis for invariant feature matching. The
extracted feature points are used directly as control points for estimating the
transformation parameters.

For the given test set, 12.2% of the image pairs were

registered using SURF feature points with the proposed initial coarse search using the
normalized cross-correlation.

The experimental results indicate the SURF-based

approach produces accurate registrations when photometric variation is minimized.
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The last stage of the proposed method attempts to identify registration control points
from an unrestricted matching scheme utilizing the proposed graph-based region
descriptor. An exhaustive search is performed to match image features from the region
descriptor. It is shown that 22% of the test images failed through the SURF matching
and therefore required the unrestricted approach.

Of the scenarios that employ the

unrestricted technique, 66% were registered accurately.

The proposed approach is

demonstrated to be effective in natural scenes, aerial images and urban scenarios.

The average latency of the proposed registration method is determined
experimentally to be 5.82s for the limited window approach, 5.7s for the SURF and
normalized cross-correlation technique, and 10.62s for the unrestricted region descriptor
method. It has been shown that the main tasks of the proposed method can greatly
benefit from a GPU implementation. With the aid of a CUDA-enabled GPU, it has been
estimated that latencies are reduced to 172ms, 114ms, and 428ms, respectively.

Overall, the proposed registration technique is shown to improve registration
accuracy when compared to traditional techniques in scenarios where large variations
exist in pixel intensities, such as lightning conditions or damage from a natural disaster,
as well as geometric differences, such as perspective variations. The mutual information
metric was used to show experimentally that 92.68% of the query images were
successfully registered.

7.2. Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, the following contributions are realized.


Proposed an improved method for recovering registration parameters using
the log-polar transform of edge map images in the frequency domain. We
have shown that the Canny edge images coupled with morphological
operators will improve the RMSE of the detected and expected angles.
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Proposed an effective and computationally simple method for evaluating the
registration results after each stage. The color histograms of the query image
before and after registration are shown to provide an indicator for registration
accuracy.



Introduced a novel graph-based region descriptor that is shown to be effective
for identifying image features when geometric and photometric variations are
present.



Defined an effective similarity score for comparing the proposed region
descriptors. The structural properties of the graphs are represented with a
proposed angle descriptor, where the angles are denoted with bit strings that
are encoded using the Gray Code convention.



Outlined a multi-stage registration technique that is shown to be a viable
registration solution for images depicting scenes before and after a disaster.
The registration approach utilizes the graph-based region descriptor to
identify control points, whereas SURF feature points are employed when the
region descriptor registration is detected to produce sub-par results.

7.3. Future Work
In the proposed method, several areas could potentially benefit from alternative
methods. First, the clustering algorithm can directly affect the overall results. In this
work, two methods are explored; however many other techniques exist that may be
effective for identifying groups of invariant feature points, such as DBSCAN and
expectation-maximization (EM) with Gaussian mixture models. By using an alternative
clustering approach, the invariant feature points may be grouped according to other
properties which may improve the resulting graph structure.

Furthermore, the proposed
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method may benefit from researching other methods for graph creation. The proposed
technique uses a simple nearest neighbor approach to create simple graphs, however there
may exist additional graph structures which may be more discriminative.
The time analysis presented in Appendix A outlines the computational complexity of
the proposed approach along with potential speedups realized from the utilization of a
CUDA-enabled GPU. Future work should be focused on proving the estimated speedups
on current GPU architectures. Additionally, a real-time implementation could be realized
with further algorithm optimizations such as pipelining and data sharing on a parallel
architecture.

7.4. Publications


F. Bowen, J. Hu, and E. Y. Du, “A Multistage Approach for Image
Registration,” IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics, Submitted 10/2013.



F. Bowen, E. Y. Du, and J. Hu, “Comprehensive Feature and Texture Fusionbased Image Registration Approach,” Proceedings of SPIE, 2012.



F. Bowen, E. Y. Du, and J. Hu, “A Novel Graph-based Invariant Region
Descriptor for Image Matching,” IEEE International Conference on
Electro/Information Technology (IEEE EIT), 2012.



F. Bowen, E. Y. Du, J. Hu, “New Region Feature Descriptor-based Image
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A. TIME ANALYSIS AND PROPOSED GPU IMPLEMENTATION

The following chapter provides a thorough analysis of the proposed algorithm’s
complexity and provides an in-depth discussion about GPU implementations of the tasks
that are utilized in the proposed method. In subsequent sections, each major task of the
proposed approach is examined to provide a proposed GPU implementation where
previous literature is used to support the proposal. GPU performance will vary based on
architecture and the algorithm itself; however the proposed registration technique
contains many areas where significant speedup can be realized with a parallel or
distributed implementation. Prior to the complexity analysis, a brief introduction on
CUDA is presented.

A.1 CUDA

The Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a hardware platform and
tightly couple software API that allows an application to take advantage an Nvidia GPU’s
set of single-instruction/multiple-data (SIMD) processors. Current GPUs contain up to
32 SIMD processors where each processor is coupled with a set of stream processors.
For a given clock cycle, all grouped stream processors execute the same instruction, but
with different data. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. A.1.

The CUDA platform offers several levels of parallelism. True thread level
parallelism can be achieved by distributing the kernels to different SIMD processors.
Multiple threads can be assigned to a single SIMD, however those threads are time-sliced
and share the SIMD resources. Blocks of these time-sliced threads on a SIMD are called
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warps. Nvidia GPUs also provide instruction level parallelism through the concurrent
instruction execution on the stream processors.

Applications interface to CUDA-capable GPUs through the CPU’s main memory
and the GPU’s shared memory. Although there is ample opportunity to exploit parallel
execution, there exists a nontrivial latency when transferring data to and from the GPU
for execution. Because of this fact, CUDA implementations exhibit the largest speedups
in performance when large datasets are used that require many repetitions of the same set
of instructions. Moreover, the amount of parallelism relies upon the algorithm and its
associated data dependencies. In the following sections, the computational complexity of
the major tasks of the proposed registration algorithm is analyzed to determine the
effectiveness of GPU execution.

Fig. A.1 Nvidia CUDA hardware architecture
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A.2 Coarse Registration

A.2.1 Time Complexity

The proposed coarse registration technique involves converting an image to log polar
coordinates, transferring the images to the frequency domain, performing matrix
multiplication, transferring the result to the time domain, and exhaustively searching for a
peak within the cross-correlation matrix. Given an image,
complexity of the log polar transform is

,

∈

, the

. The forward discrete Fourier transform

(DFT) is defined in (A.1) whereas the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is given
in (A.2).

1

,

,

,

(A.1)

,

(A.2)

For both cases, DFT and IDFT, the computational complexity of a naïve
implementation is

, while the matrix multiplication used for computing the

power spectrum cross-correlation is

.

Canny edge detection can be viewed as a three phase method. First, the initial
Gaussian smoothing consists of 25

computations for a 5

image. The gradient detection using 3

5 window size and an

3 Sobel filters requires 50

while the calculation of gradient magnitude and orientation require 2
Lastly, non-maximal suppression and hysteresis require 3

operations
operations.

operations; therefore the

overall complexity of the sequential canny edge detection is shown to be,
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25

50

2

3

(A.3)

The complexity for the entire coarse registration process is derived as follows,
2∗

(A.4)

A.2.2 GPU Time Complexity

GPU implementations for the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT), and matrix multiplication have been research extensively. The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) exploits the transform’s ability to separate the transform into a
series of 1-D calculations. In such a scenario, the computational complexity is shown to
log

be

. In [82], Kauker et al, propose a memory efficient DFT

implementation for GPUs which reduces the complexity to

1 log

1 ,

while the authors of [85] report a speedup of 20 times faster than sequential FFT
implementations. Matrix multiplication is shown to be improved by a factor of 40 when
utilizing linear programming methodologies on a GPU [86].

Luo and Duraiswami

propose a CUDA implementation of a Canny edge detector that achieves a 3.403 speedup
over an optimized sequential OpenCV implementation [78].

A.3 SURF

A.3.1 SURF Complexity

Speeded up Robust Features is an ubiquitous feature point detection and description
scheme that aimed to provide the same level of accuracy and robustness over SIFT while
greatly reducing the computational complexity through the use of box filters and integral
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images. The following complexity derivation assumes an image is defined as,
, and the number of detected feature points is represented by

.

,

∈

Table A.1

summarizes the primary tasks of SURF along with the number of operations per task.
The number of operations is listed assuming the use of 4 octaves with 4 scales which are
the preferred parameters by Bay et al [46].

Table A.1 Number of computations required for SURF feature point detection and
descriptor extraction

SURF Task

Number of Operations

Create integral image

MN

Notes

Computing Hessian matrix for 512MN

4 scales at 4 octaves with

all octaves using box filters

26 additions and 6

and the integral image

multiplications

Non-maximal suppression for 16MN

4 scales at 4 octaves

feature selection
Orientation assignment

s denotes the detected scale

36 k

for a particular feature
point. Orientation
assignment occurs within a
radius 6s.
Descriptor extraction

208k

4x4 grid about the feature
point with 9
multiplications and 4
additions

512

16

36

208
(A.5)
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Traditional approaches to SURF feature point matching involve an exhaustive search
for the best matched pairs while instituting a nearest-neighbor ratio rule. The NN ratio
compares the best matched feature point and the second best matched feature point.
Smaller ratios indicate a higher confidence in the match. In the proposed comprehensive
registration approach, invariant feature points are matched symmetrically also coupled
with the NN ratio. Let

and

represent the number of detected feature points in the

reference and query images, respectively, and define the number of feature points as
,

. The complexity of the symmetric feature point matching is then given

as,
2

(A.6)

A.3.2 SURF GPU

Although the original SURF was able to achieve massive performance gains over
SIFT, there was still a need to further decrease the algorithm’s latency. There have been
several versions of SURF proposed that improve execution time, including P-SURF [87],
and CUDA SURF [81]. Fang et al [83] proposed a SURF implementation for GPUs that
utilizes block parallelism as well as pipelining, which is shown to offer a speedup factor
of 46. This architecture is shown to outperform CUDA SURF by a factor of 1.5.

A.4 Template Matching

In the proposed registration method, a comprehensive registration method is
attempted if the initial limited window graph-based region descriptor approach fails. The
first step is to identify similar image patches between the reference and query images.
For the proposed approach, normalized cross-correlation template matching is exploited.
Given a template from the query image,

∈

, and the reference image,

, the normalized cross-correlation score at location

,

is defined as,

∈
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∑

∑

,
∑

,

̅

,
∑

.
̅

,

(A.7)

and ̅ denote the average pixel values of the reference image within the current search
window and average pixel value within the given template, respectively. The complexity
of matching a single template is defined as,
1

1 .

(A.8)

In the proposed approach, the query image is segmented into 50

50 templates.

Each template is compared to the reference image while the best 10 matched templates
are used in subsequent steps, therefore the complexity of the proposed template matching
scheme is,

1

1
1

50

50
1
(A.9)

In the method proposed by Gupta et al, a CUDA implementation of the fast
normalized cross correlation template matching technique is shown to achieve a total
speedup of 137.9 over a single threaded implementation.

A.5 Graph Creation

K-means clustering is an effective technique that is exploited when creating the
proposed graph-based region descriptor. Given the number of feature points,
number of clusters,
derived to be [88],

, and the dimension of each feature point,

, the

, the complexity is
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log

.

(A.10)

Due to the popularity of the algorithm and the opportunity for parallelization, several
CUDA implementations for K-means clustering have been proposed [79,80]. Bai et al
[80] proposed an implementation that achieves a speedup factor of 40 when the number
of clusters is approximately 200 which is a comparable quantity to the number of graphs
produced in the proposed method. The proposed use of k-means on a GPU is further
justified when the detected feature points are previously stored in the GPU’s memory.

Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is the basis for constructing the proposed region
descriptor. Let

represent the number of nodes in a cluster after feature point pruning,

then the complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm applied to the cluster of invariant feature
points is defined as,
8

1

log
log

,

where 8 operations are required to compare two nodes. For an image with

(A.11)

clusters, the

overall complexity for creating the graphs for an entire image is given as,
log

.

(A.12)

Harish and Narayanan [89] propose a CUDA implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm
that achieves a speedup factor of 70, however their proposed method is tailored for large
datasets. In the proposed method, there exists a large quantity of small datasets.

Graph creation is a highly parallelizable process that can benefit greatly from a
CUDA implementation. Assuming the results from the k-means clustering is stored in
the GPU’s shared memory, a speedup of 16 is conceivable for an architecture with 32
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SIMD processors. The overhead of transferring data to and from the host CPU can be
neglected if the processed data originates from a previous set of GPU threads.

A.6 Graph Matching

In both the limited neighborhood and unrestricted region descriptor registration
methods, control points are identified as the centroids of two matched graphs. The
proposed graph matching scheme is summarized in Section 3.3.2.4 where the following
similarity score is used to quantify the overall correspondence of both structure and
texture characteristics.

∑
∑|

|

,

,

∑

2

2

(A.13)

| |

The complexity of matching
|

and

|

is determined as follows. Let

| and

|. Then the total number of sub-graph comparisons is given by

where

. For each sub-graph comparison, there are 64

8

1

1,
8

2

operations; therefore the computational complexity of comparing two graphs is,
∗

1
1

(A.14)
For a given set of images with

graphs in the one image and

the computational complexity is given by,

graphs in another,
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.

(A.15)

Similar to graph creation, the latency of graph matching can be greatly reduced while
exploiting the parallelism of a GPU. If the comparison to two graphs is completed by a
single GPU SIMD processor, the node comparisons and angle comparisons can be
completed in parallel on the core processors. As an example, if a similarity is calculated
for two graphs, each with 5 nodes, then the similarity score will require 12 operations (5
node comparisons, 4 angle comparisons, and 3 secondary angle comparisons), which can
easily be accomplished utilizing the parallel core processors. If SURF feature points are
used, each node comparison entails 128 additions and 64 multiplications for computing
the Euclidean distance of SURF descriptors. While executed in parallel on the stream
processors, the Euclidean distance can be completed in constant time,

1 .

A

conservative speedup factor of 32 is reasonable because the complexity when exploiting
the GPU core processors is then
.

(A.16)

A.7 Direct Linear Transform

The direct linear transform is utilized to estimate the transformation parameters that
relate two images. The basis of this method relies on the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of a set of linear equations that are constructed from a set of control points. The
computational complexity of SVD for a

matrix is derived by Golub and Van Loan

in [90], where they state the complexity is,
.

(A.17)

Although DLT has a large computational complexity, the speedup advantages of a
GPU implementation can only be realized with large datasets.

The process of

transferring the data and instructions to and from the GPU, as well as the computation
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itself, incurs latencies which may be larger than completing the computation on the CPU.
Such a scenario is reported by Lahabar and Narayanan where their CUDA
implementation performed worse than a single threaded CPU for matrix sizes smaller
than 750

750 [90].

A.7 Overall Time Complexity of the Proposed Multistage Registration Method

The computational complexity of the proposed registration approach is provided in
Table A.2 for M x N images with m detected graphs in one image and n detected graphs
in another.

Table A.2 Complexity summary of the multistage registration approach

Coarse

SURF

Graph

Template

Graph

Direct Linear

Registration

Detection

Creation

Matching

Matching

Transform

log

A.8 Time Analysis and Theoretical CUDA Execution Time

For the database of test images, the overall time allocation for each phase of the
proposed method was determined. Each phase of each stage was timed to determine the
overall time spent. Fig. A.2 provides illustrations summarizing the time allocations
where it is evident that the most allocation occurs during the initial coarse registration.
Table A.3 summarizes the average execution times for each phase of each stage. The
stages of the proposed method, limited window region descriptor registration, SURF with
coarse template matching, and unrestricted region descriptor registration, exhibit average
execution times of 5.82s, 5.7s, and 10.6s, respectively.
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Table
T
A.3 Average
A
execcution times for each phaase of each sstage

Phase

S tage

Log‐polar
Coarse
Clustering
SURF FP D
Detect / Registrattion and Graph
Creation (s)
Extract (s))
(s)
Limited Winndow
Region
Descriptor
SURF + NCCC
Unrestricted
Region Desriptor

NCC
Template Lim
SURRF
mited
Unrestriccted
Matching Window Graph Maatching Graph
(s)
Maatching (s)
Matchingg (s)
(s)

0
1.570326087 0.061299268 1.8303478226
0 1.979432
1.484268293
0.077013
1.3783 0.688122748

1.58228 1.676533

2.365152174
0
0 2.1166512
0

2.1109

a. Time allocation for th
he limited wiindow registtration approoach

0
0
3.1851
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b. Tim
me allocation for the SUR
RF registratioon scheme

c. Time allocaation for the unrestrictedd region desccriptor registtration

Fig.
F A.2 Tim
me allocation
ns for each sttage of the pproposed method
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Many faactors contriibute to thee overall exxecution tim
me.

Factorss such as im
mage

d image com
mposition directly affectt the numberr of feature points identtified.
reesolution and
Furthermore, the choicee of feature point deteector will grreatly influeence the lattency
in
ncurred by th
he proposed algorithm. For instancee, the Harris corner detector may ideentify
hu
undreds of corners
c
with
hin an urban
n scene wherreas the sam
me detector m
may not prooduce
many
m
featuree points from
m an aerial image of a natural scenne. The num
mber of dettected
grraph-based region
r
descrriptors is lin
nearly affectted by the nnumber of ffeature points, as
sh
hown in Fig. A.3.

n
of deetected regioon descriptorr graphs andd the
Fig. A.3 Relationship beetween the number
number
n
of in
nitial featuree points detected
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The relattionship bettween the nu
umber of deetected featuure points aand the execcution
g
in Fig
g. A.4. Thee data plotteed in Fig. A
A.4 show thaat the
tiimes for eacch phase is given
liimited windo
ow region deescriptor reg
gistration meethod perforrms comparaably to the S
SURF
matching
m
usin
ng a coarse template maatching scheeme, howeveer as would be expectedd, the
un
nrestricted region
r
descrriptor registrration approoach incurs the most laatency due tto the
ap
pproach requ
uiring the prrevious two methods
m
to ffail before beeing attemptted.

Fig. A.4 Number
N
of feeature points related to exxecution tim
me for each pproposed stagge

As previiously outlin
ned, the major tasks thaat make up tthe proposedd method caan all
benefit from the utilizatio
on of a GPU
U. Recent eexamples haave been proovided to suuggest
massive
m
speed
dups. Tablee A.4 summaarizes the repported speeddups for eachh task.
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Table A.4 Speedups using GPU architecture

Task
SURF
Clustering
Log Polar
Registration
Graph
Matching
Template
Matching

Speedup
46
40
3.43
32
137.9

After applying the speedups to the average times listed in Table A.3, we derive
estimated execution times for each phase and provide the summary in Table A.5. The
average overall execution times are estimated to be 174ms for the limited window
registration method, 114ms for the SURF registration with coarse template matching, and
428ms for the unrestricted region descriptor registration.

Table A.5 Estimated average execution times for the phases of each stage of the proposed
method while utilizing a GPU

Phase

Stage

Log‐polar
SURF FP Coarse
Detect / Registration
Extract (s) (s)

Clustering
and Graph
Creation
(s)

Limited
Window
Region
Descriptor

0.034138 0.017869587 0.0457587

SURF + NCC

0.032267 0.020446064

Unrestricted
Region
Desriptor

0.029963 0.200620258

NCC
Template
Matching
(s)

Limited
Window
Graph
SURF
Unrestricted
Matching Matching Graph
(s)
(s)
Matching (s)

0 0.073911

0

0

0 0.014354

0 0.047098

0

0.03957 0.012158

0 0.045889

0.099534375
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A.9 Summary

In this chapter, a thorough review of computational complexity is provided. The
major tasks of the proposed algorithm are analyzed while recent literature is cited to
provide example systems that achieve great speedups which can be directly applied to the
proposed methods.
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